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merce. Address all distribution, concerns to Daniel
Ulman, 1995-96 Associate Editor of Internal Affairs,
at (305) 370-5670.
The Kniiht is now also available online. Stu-
dents may access the online version of The Kniiht at
..http://www.cris.com/-gol denr /kn i ght. html . "
The deadline for submissions for this year's third
issue, which appears on October 2, is September 22.
The advertising deadline for the third issue is Septem-
ber 24. E-mail the Advisor at Internet address
"j ackson@pol ari s. ncs . nova. edu" to find out how
you can become involved with the SCO.
lence.
September 27th: "Domestic Vio-
lence" speech conducted by Bonnie
Flynn, the Executive Director of
Women in Distress. It will take place
in the Rosenthal Student Center's pri-
vate dining room, at 12:30 p.m.
"We women are reclaiming our
safety... as we are most often the vic-
tims of crime in this society," said
Cynthia Griffith, Coordinator of W.R.1.
Events such as "Take Back the Night"
offer the hope of winning the battle
against aggressors. Cynthia assures
us that the activities offered by W. R.I.
will be valuable in offering support
for all victims of violence. The
Women's Resource Institute meetings
will be held in Goodwin Hall. Dates
have not yet been set. For further in-
formation please contact Cynthia
Griffith at (305) 476-1933, or e-mail
(wri@polaris.ncs.nova.edu).
The safety of any educational
institution's students and faculty mem-
bers should be a high priority. With
the opportunities offered by the
Women's Resource Institute and Nova
Southeastern University's safety pri-
orities, we can procure a safer, vio-
lence-free campus environment.
We hope that you too join the
struggle against violence.
Associate Editor of Training and
Technical Services
Nathan Burgess
ssociate Editor of Internal Affairs
Daniel Ulman
ssociate Editor of Public Relations
Karina LeDezma
Campus Life Editor
Christie MacDonald
Sports Editor
Gustavo Bravo
Greek Life Editor
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Entertainment Editor
The Kniiht Newspaper serves Nova South-
astern's Farquhar Center for Undergraduate Studies
from its office on the second floor of the Rosenthal
Student Center at NSU's main campus.
The Kniiht is NSU's established vehicle for the
mission of student reporting, opinion, and arts.
II community members are invited to contribute any-
ing they desire to The Kniiht.
The Kniiht is readily available at several sites
ound the campus and the local community, includ-
ing the East Campus site, the Oceanographic Center in
ania, and the Davie-Cooper City Chamber of Com-
Take back
the night
WRI educates women
If you are a woman, chances are
that you are also a victim of the fear
that plagues our sex. Although we
do our best to promote the liberation
of women, there is still one set-back
to our struggle, the violence that preys
on feminine vulnerability. But rather
than recoil in paranoia, we have an
alternative to wondering who lurks
behind us in dark corners. We can
protect ourselves.
The Women's Resource Institute
offers a shield against these lurking
predators. This month, W.R.l.is pro-
moting a variety of activities that will
educate women as well as men on
safety. This month's agenda follows:
September 20th: Steve Bias, Di-
rector of the Public Service Office,
will be the speaker at a luncheon held
in the Rosenthal Student Center's pri-
vate dining-room, at 12:30 p.m. He
will speak on personal safety.
September 26th: "Take Back the
Night," will be held in the Rotunda
of the Administration Building. This
candlelight ceremony will be held on
a Tuesday, beginning at 5:15 p.m.
The purpose is to remind women that
they are empowered to win over their
freedom from the oppression of vio-
by Karina LeDeima
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Summer isn't just for students
by Nathan Burgess
Despite what many students may
feel or think, our professors don't just
spend their time hibernating in their
offices over the summer.
Most of them, in fact, have sum-
mers that are more adventurous than
our own. This past summer, many
professors took the time to travel to a
variety of places for various reasons.
Some went to places as nearby as
West Palm Beach and some as far
away as Australia. I had the honor to
interview a few of these travelers and
see what they had to say to the stu-
dents.
Dr. Linda Gordon, who probably
traveled the farthest, hopped on a
plane to visit Australia. While there,
she attended a conference on the
Grotesque in Darwin.
At the conference, she also pre-
sented a paper on Surrealism and
Sartre, which shall be published early
next year. Since the trip was not all
for work, Dr. Gordon took the time
to visit friends and explore the coun-
try, including aboriginal sites in the
Kakadu National Park.
If you plan on visiting Australia,
Dr. Gordon advises, "Start small. I
highly recommend Sydney for its gor-
geous architecture and stunning lo-
cation ...But the real Australia is out-
side of the urban environment." -
Dr. Stieve, Director of Liberal Arts,
took a few weeks off during the sum-
mer amidst his busy schedule as Di-
rector of the Department. He visited
both Southwest Michigan and Munich,
Germany for pure vacation time.
Dr. Stieve enjoyed the chance to,
"speak German and visit a city I'd
read quite a bit about."
Dr. Stieve advises students on
traveling to take comfortable clothes,
get to know the country by reading
about it, and talking to other people
who have gone there, and to drink
lots of water.
Dr. Barker's many trips to Ecua-
dor, and his dedication to the Cloud
Forest Project have resulted in many
changes since the team's first trip this
past January.
see TEACHERS on page 20
Hillel plans
to re-
organize at
NSU
by Mitch Bertman
The 1995-96 school year prom-
ises to be one of opportunity and ex-
citement for Hillel: The Jewish Stu-
dent Union at Nova. I, Mitch
Bertman, the new Hillel Director of
Broward County, am enthusiastic
about working with Nova students to
create quality programs that attract a
diversity of students.
Program possibilities include re-
gional retreats, holiday celebrations,
an Israel fair and travel, outdoor ac-
tivities and educational programs on
Jewish heritage, the Holocaust and
Israel.
Whether you just want to hang
out with some Jewish friends or de-
sire to know more about Jewish life,
check us out. We are here for YOU.
All are welcome. Contact Mitch at
(407) 483-9898 or beep him at 337-
9219 for more information. Hillel ..
. You never know ...
•••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••
Chrisiti~s Clubhouse
UPCOMING EVENTS
Sales Representatives
Graduating Seniors
With your talent, the world is wide open.
Sept. 20 SPEAKER: HOWARD LYMAN
TOPIC: FOOD & PESTICIDES
Goodwin Classroom. 7 p.m.
Admission is free
You've got a competitive spirit, the drive to succeed. And you need a career that can
keep up with your goals and ambitions.
That's why you should be looking at Lanier Worldwide, an international leader in high-
tech office equipment. Copiers, fax machines and innovative new automation products
are always in demand and you can be the one who profits!
Sept. 22-24
October 5-8
KEY WEST GETAWAY
Cheap!! Cheap!!
Contact student life at (305) 452-1400
for more information
HOMECOMING WEEK
Entry-Level Sales Positions
Our Sales Representatives enjoy many advantages, including association with a global
corporation that is really going places!
• Extensive, professional training • Exclusive product line
• Worldwide service & support • Comprehensive benefits package
• High commissions & bonuses • Promote-from-within policy
Start your career with Lanier in South Florida and there's no telling where you'll end up!
PEP RALLY BONFIRE
HOMECOMING DANCE .::~;~::~
::':i::::::::
~~::::::~:::::
:::::::::~:::::::
For more information on the positions now available for Graduating Seniors,
send your resume to: Percy Williams, Lanier Worldwide, Inc.,
14601 Oak Lane, Miami Lakes, FL 33016. We are an equal ..,<jif"(-: """"""::;~:~ty~=:I:~:: seiling ••• excelling. --...iIi{.).:,.:.,t..::;,:,.",i.:-:;;::...::, .....Iii"":':iiil'liil:;;:::.::;tiil':::::;~:,<:·:~~~~@:
.:i;:~::::: :;::;~:::~::~::::::::::::~;:::~ ,,::.:.:;;. ~":.:;~
i~t[~~? :;:..... ":;. :)~~~;~;r~~~~l~~!tl~j~~~!:!~~~1~~~: ·:::~r~ ·::t:;~:: ::::;:;:;:;:::::::;:;:;:;:::::::;:;:;:;:i:i::: .:;::: ':i::;
RAFT RACE BBQ
COMEDIAN ERIC LAMBERT
: October 5
•
•
• October 6
•
•
•
•
: October 7
•
••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••
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etc. You've had them, as refried beans
fall underthiscategory. Provided are
recipes using legumes for breakfast,
lunch or dinner.
"LIMA BEANS FOR BREAKFAST?
1 1O-ounce package frozen Iii~
, 'beans, thawed ({\
3/4 cup vegetable brot:l:t..t7J/
1/4 t zrounddried sa ~
1/4 t dried rose )k
crumbled
'6 Tcornmeal
1-2 T veg oil
In ble
Asa vegan, (purevegetarian) I am
often asked, "What do you eat?"
While pizza as you know it is never
on my plate, I do incorporate awide
variety of menus to avoid the mun-
dane. Being the world's worst cook
provides me an even, greater chal-
lenge.
As many of you have figured out
by now, meat is detrimental to your
health. While I know that die-hard
carnivores will not convert no matter
what the consequences, (heart dis- .
ease, etc.,etc;)jt doesn't hurt to add veg ima beans
alittle variety to your diet. The reci- should remain chunky. In medium
pes provided were tested bykids-, anti saucepan, heat the lima bean mix-
approved by moms. (Wait, wrong ., ture, sage, and rose,mary until boil-
commercial.) Best of all, they are iAg. Slowly beat in 4 T oUhe corn-
"idiot-proof." In other words, in can. meal and cook until thickened and
prepare the meals, and they are. ed- bubbly. Cool to room temperature.
ible AN D tasty,anybody can. . Sprinkle the rest of the cornn:teal onto
. - . -
Luscious Legumes' a plate. Pat the lima bean mixture
Legumes are chockful of healthy; into 1/4 inch patties and coat each
stuff,andthey taste good tbo. Le-' patlywith someofthe cornmeal on
gurnes include hean$,peas, lentils" see VEGAN on fa~ing page'
by Andrea Leeds
Faceless foods
R.S.C.
CATHOLIC CLUB MINISTRIES
Meets every other Wednesday at
Noon atR.S.Co '
INTERVARSITY CHRISTIAN,
see MEETING on page 6
The followingis.a list of the meet-
ing dates of severalclubs and organi-
zations. Go and visit an organiza-
tion. You just may like it!!
ALPHA PHI 'OMEGA
Meets 'tuesdays at 4 p.m. at
CLUB MEETING DATES
by Herve Jean-Pierre tive. They were well-meant because
we took th~ time to listen, and after'-
Welcome to all new and return- wards we immediately took the proper
ing students. My name is.Herve Jean- action to'solve the problem.
Pierre, Treasurer of The Nova College If you missed these two meetings,
Stude.nt Government Association we urge you to come out and voice
(NCSGA). your opinions atall our other gather.,
The semester has begun and we Ings. Your opinions count because
are o,ff to a fantastic, prosperous new we base our dedsionson your,
year. We, th~ NCSGA, look fo.rward thoughts. ' ,
to interacting with administrators and If you cannot make it to our meet-
staff in order to meet your needs. This "ings, we encourage you~o come out
is Student Government'sfunction,and' and meet us at our monthly "SGA
duty. Day." Thisis a day that·we.haveset'
So far this yearwe have had two aside for you to meet us outside· of.
successfullJ\eetings which students Parker. The first one will beSeptem-
att~nded andelther asked questions, ber 20, 1995, between 11:00 a.m.
or gav~us ideas of) what they; thought and 1:OOp;m. -
was vital for us to have a successful" We look forward tomeetingev..
year. eryone·that day and every day there-
These meetings were' only one after. Thank you in aqvance for at·
hour in length, but they were.effe.c- ,lOWing us to serve you.
Speciallnvitation
From NCSGAt
Treasurer
P R INC I P L E S II I' SOU ;\J [) RET IRE .\l E N TIN \' EST INC
.
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Rosentha.1 building, I observed ~ va-
riety of beer containers and was left
wondering if this was a way of a stu-
dent (or many students) finding the
path back to their rooms after a night
of partying. After all, isn't that what
see see FOLLOWING on 6
Even ifyou're riot counting the years to retirement. you
can co.unt on T1AA-CREF to help you build the future you
deserve-wIth l1exi~leretirementand tax-deferred annuity
pl~ns, a diverse portfolio ofinvestment choices. and a
record of personal service that spans. 7:5 years.
Over 1.7 million people in educati~nand research put
TIAA-CREFatthe topoftheh'list for retirement plann~ng...
Why ncitjointhem?·
Call today and learn how simple it is to build a secure .
tomorrow when you havetiine and TIAA-CREF working
on your side.
my fellow students.
I found a trai I of beer bottles and
cans, along with pizza boxes and
Wendy bags throughout ~he second
floor. The trail did not end there how-
ever.
As I strolled along the path to the
The Knisht Newspaper
Start plllnningyourfuture. CAll our Enrollment Hotline lit 1800 842-2888.
Ensuring the.future
for those who shape it.~
IRONICALLlr, THE TIME 1'9 START
SAVING FOR RETIREMENT IS WHEN IT LOOKS
LIKE YOU CAN LEAST AFFORD IT.
C... an't afford to save for r.etirement? The truth is, youcan't afford not to. Not when you realize that your
retirement can last 20 to 30 years or more. You11want to
liveatleast as comfortably then as you do now. And-..hat
·takes planning.
By starting to:save now. you can take advantage; of tax
deferral and give- you~ money ti~e to compound and grow.
Consider this: Set aside just $) 00 ~achmonthbeginning at
age 30 and you can accumul~te over $172,109· by the time
you reach age 65..But wait ten years and you11 have to
budget $219 each month to reach the same goaL
m.··
-
Have a helping of campus pride
by Cindy Milloy
As I walked from my room in
Goodwin Residence Hall the Satur-
day morning following the first "Wel-
come Back Party," I was amazed to
see how much litter had., been left by
20 September 1995
20 September 1995
~ -SGA DAY ~
o ... . __ .~~«.o SEPT. 27, 1995 \<'<)~
«~ 11 :30-1 :30 ~'f;.
J'
Meeting Bulletin ...
from page 4 ' PAN AFRICAN STUDENT ASSOCIA- .
FELLOWSHIP TION '
Meets every other Friday at 7 p.m. Meets every other Friday at 5:30
NATURE' 'p.m.
Meets the 1st and 3rd Monday of PHI ALPHA DELTA.
,each month, at 6 p.m. in RS.C. Meets every other Thwsdayat
RESIDENT STUD~NTASSOCIA- 6:30p.m. at R.S.C.
TION ' ' PREMED SOCIETY
Meets every other Monday at 8 Meets every other Wednesday at
p.m. in Goodwin Classroom " 5 p.m. in Parker Science Annex
NISA PSYCHOLOGY CLUB
Meets monthly on Wednesdays at ,Me~ts eve~y other Wednesday at
5 p.rn; 4:30p.m.
SGA MEM-BERSWANT TO
HEAR YOUR CONCERNS!
lIB.
IN FRONT OFPAR'KE-R:!
- -INTERESTED-INLEARNINGMORE-~-~
ABOUT SGA? WANT TO TRY
SOMETHING DIFFERENTE?
CALL'THE SGA OFFICE AT'
476-4734
FOR INFO OR STOP BY ROOM 207 INROSENTHAl
The Knjght Newspaper,Page 6 '
from the cover partinent of Defense experts, organiz-
graduatedorms~erswill also import c1osed~circuit tele-
-Three 'new athletic fields adjacent to vision, metal detectors, and bomb-
the baseball field whic:hwillhe ready sniffing dogs as part of their prepara~
for use within thirty>days",weather tiOoto bolster security. ,
permitting. ' ',-AboutJ50 poticeofficers witlcon-
-An eight-foot"nine-gadge thain.;link ,ducton-campus security',whichhas a
fence will surround the viliage with ,budget ofnearlyonemiUiondollars.
police and seturitymonitoring who ..Onceoncampu5, playerswilliounge,
,enters and exits the campus. in the Rosenthal dining area after be.,.
'-An on-site bank will handle foreign ing bused to andfrom their practices.
currency. -Speaking of practices, aneight:-foot
-A prayer-roomwill face east for Mus- high screened chain-link fence will
lim players. separate each field to keep opposing
-All vending machines on campus will teams from spying on one another. "
. be changedfromPepsi,toCoke because Yes, the Olympic ideal has nofbeen
of the latter's Olympic sponsorship; forgotten. . .
-In addition t()having met with De- ~According to the rumor mill, lights,'
previously not planned for the new
fields, might now be added thanks to
the Olympic Committee's decision to
move games to nighttirne. Thus, teams
are now seeking to practice in similar
. conditions, i.e., night practices.
Gaining new athletic fields with
. the possible addition of lights im-
proves conditions for both competi-
tive and intramural sports. With more
fields nowavaHable, the use can be
spread around to allow them su'itable
time to recuperate thus, subsequently
reducing the wear and tear on the-
Bermuda grass which has been a sig-
nificant problem with the current
··Jields;
Besides the addition of better on-
campusfacJlities ,like the. soccer
fields, the Olympics also brings in-
ternationala~ention to this university.
Millions of Olympic followers focus·
their main attention on the world's
most popular sport, soccer. Conse-
quently, all eyes will be on that Davie
campus hosting theirfavorite athletes.
Can you say HUGE PROPAGANDA?
.....----......---------...........- .....--11
Olyrppir; games come
,to'! Nova Southeastern
":', - " • -,', -' '. '. • >
II)
'~.\ '\
'I
\
\
.....'.... _. ~ - • ~ ~ ~ • ~ '" "", .... " ... ~ • • ...... '" •. .. ... .. .......... .. - P' ........ ,.. ..... "'... .. ....... - .........
________ ,.0 ... •__ ,
NSU '''Show s.ome pride" .
by Christie MacDonald.
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Do you know
the secret
dangers"of
food?
Howard lyman will come to the
Nova Southeastern campus to speak
on food and pesticides.
This informative workshop is
scheduled for WednesdiW, September
20 at 7 p.m. in the Goodwin Hall
.Classroom.
Mt. lyman states that "although
the future appears bleak,. there are
actions we can take. The sooner we
start, the sooner we may reverse the
existing trends.
"How we spend our money as
consumers and individual diet selec-
tion are the most important decisions
we ca'n make. The future can be
changed, but only if we start the
change with ourselves first"
The Knight Newspaper
with them? Most of all, is it fait to
force your peers to live with these
creatures?
I have observed trash cans strate-
gically placed throughout the cam- .
pus, however, is there a need to fine
the walkways with them also? Show
some pride. Remember! This cam-
pus is what YOU make it! .
20 September 1995
from page 6
such containers. This is anopeninvi-
tation. to any crawling creature in
search of nutrition. Do you really
want to share your hall with these
bugs? Remember you high school
science teachers telling you of the
diseases these bugs can carry. Do
you really want to share your space
SHRANU: Job service
for undergraduates
by David Nel$on you should consider joining. We help
. you meet people and also learn from
Now that school is in session, them at the same time.
many of you might be looking forward SHRANU is an organization with
to a future career. In today's world, close ties to the professionals in our
getting ahead means not only what area and also around the country. As
you know, but also who you know. a member, you will interact with those
Starting out inthe business world who can help you decide on a career
can be tough. Most employers want and the steps to begin. You have an
skills you don't have. Experience can obligation to yourselfto ensure that you
be gainedonly by those who already take the next step. NETWORK with
have those skills. the people who may help you the most.
SHRANU (Student Human Re- Tofind out more about SHRANU,
source Association at Nova Univer- contact David Nelson via e-maH at
sity) is the one student organization (nelsond@polaris.ncs.nova.edu)
.CALCULUS MADE EASY:
1 MOTOROLA BEEPER
+ 1 YUR AIR TIME
KeyWeSl,"
~"ott·
Service covers the entire Gold Coast.
Okay, we lied. We can't make calculus easy,
but we can make the rest of your life a little
simpler. With all the annoying things going on
at school like term papers and exams, the last
thing you need to worry about is missing a
phone call. That's why you need Beeper To Go."
With Beeper To Go you'll know who's
calling at the very moment they call. No more
calling into you machine several times a day.
Now for a limited time you can get Beeper
To Go with one year air time - for $99!
20 Septem~er 1995
Henrypoint, Pennsyl~ania in the
Poconos,. and enjoy~ reading Robert
Anton,W~son, and listening to the
Misfits, Christian Death, Danzig, and
Type 0 Negative.
When not reading or listening to
music,Jess enjoys vandalism, eating
bagel dogs, and drinking_ Kool-
Aid and vodka. A self-proclaimed
\
The Knight Newspaper
WNSU welcomes volunteer Dj's
withan .extreme varietyoftastes. Enter
Jess Cyphers. Punk, goth/industrial,
and hard core are his specialties. Tall,·
dark, and ·ominous, Jess takes the air·
on Sunday and MOI'lday nights atl 0
p.m.
Jess hails from the far out land of
WNSODJ biog~Clphies: less Cyphers
.byKymWalsh'· . .
Page 8
1.01777, Jacob DeHaven, a .
wealthy merchant of Penns.ylvania,
lellt General George Washington a
total amount of $450,000. This money
was utilized to fund the army which
wou Id eventually go on to Win the
Revolutionary War. Sometime later,
repayment was offered to DeHaven in
Continental money, but he refusedbe~
cause his original-loan was made in
$50,OOOworth of gold and $400,000
worth of supplies. The payment was
see GEORGE on 13
RSA serves students'residentialconcerns
·.Trivia Tidbits:
George
Washington
by Karina LeDezma
from page 7
ing linens, including extra Ipng sheets,
comforters, and a variety of bed and
bath·attire. The profits from this fund·
raiser wiHgo towards activities and
events.
Also, letters were sentto parents
of residents, providing them theop-
tion of purch~sing Welcome Back
'Campus Care Packages;
President -NicolaDiCiallonardo,
Vice~President Jose Graca,Secretary
Leslie Romero, and Activiti'es Coor-
dinator Susan Richards, are excited
.to start another successful year filled
with BBQ's, tv10nday Night football
Socials, meetings"Bea·ch· Trips, Con-
ferences,Study Breaks, Stress Man-
agementSeminars, and other activi-
tiesforresidentS to enjoy! _.
So you want to know whatRSA
actually does?
The Resident Student Association tive members cannot make improve-
provides the residents with a place ments without residents.
. to go if they have residential con- " Fly.ers and posters concerning
cems. -RSA- upcoming eventswiil- be posted
Res.identsare invited to attend· in each residence hall and in the
Gen~raIMeetings·everyotherMon- mailroom. Be sure to check,RSA out!
day at8pm. A fOotball social is held If you have any questions or sug-
after every meeting. gestions, please caU ('305)452-6468
Residents are invitedtovoicetheir and leave a message, or write to the
concerns and helpimpro~e the qual- ,Resident·Student Association at 3625
it)' of residential living! The execu- College A.v~ # 11 0 Davie"Fl 33314.
Ps)'cbologyClubhasexcifing plans fhisyear
every other week is aU the effort re-
quired. ··1.0 return, you receive aboun-
tiful supply of extracurricular knowl-
edge and experience which will pay.
dividendswhether applyingto gradu-
ate school or simply learning more
about life.' -
The Psychology Club personally
~opesto see you at our roeetings ev-
-ery other Wednesday at 4:30 p.m.
On September 27~ in the Rosenthal
Student Center, Dr. Malouff will give
a w,orkshop discUssing techniques for
admission to graduate psychology pro.,;
grams.
Students with any questions orsug-
gestions can lea.ve a memo in tbe en-
velope in the Behavioral Sciences De-
partment or contact Evan Rosen I -Presi.,.
dentat (rosene@polaris.ncs.nova.edu.) ..
_and Wendy Sloa~, vice-president at
_(sloanw@polaris:ncs.nova.edu.)..
importantinformati~n.. Fortunately,
thisservicewiH reduce the time stu-
dents spend searchingfor·thislnfor.,;
mation. ,
For .those students interested in
gaining pra.ctical exper~ence, the psy-
chology club provides an array of
opportunities.
For example,. throughout the year,
members will lea.rn about and role-
play rudimentary counseling tech-
niques. Students can also get in-
volveHin research, and produce the
dub's second research project.
Volunteerismprovides yet another
avenue to gain experienceas the club
wilfvisitseveral·community organi-
zationsand observe how they oper-
by Evan Rosen ,and Wendy Sloan through several forums highlighting ate.
. specific specialties. Finally, to accustom students to
Wow, another summer haspassed . Each event witl feature thE! ·cur- . the Writing skills virtually required in
arid we're back -to school. No need·,. rent prospects and_earnings, and other. the field land to cultivate creativity,
each member will have the opportu-
nity tosupmit articles to The Knight
-on relevant psychological issues.
The Psychology club is also proud
to announcethat it will host two con-
ferencesduring the year. At the .end
of each semester, arw students can
turn in papers and/or research to the
. Behavioral Sciences Department for _
registration. . .
Individuals wHi then present ac-
cepted material to other students and
professors ata qanquet via posters or
oration.
When considering whether or not
to join the Psychology Club, you
should think about the cost versus
the benefits. Basically, one hour,
to worry, because the Psychology
Club is backas well. This means only':
one thing: another exciting year at
N.S.U.!
As always, the Psychol,Ogy Club
will atlow students to expand their
undergraduate experience well, be-
yond the classroom..
Those who participate will have
the oPPQrtunity to hear profeSSionals
in the field share their1<nowledge in
various subjects. Previous speakers
have included multicultural psycholo-
gist, Dr. John Louis and sex therapist,
Virginia Johnson from -Masters and
JQhnson.
'naddition, 'students will learn
about different careers in psychology
Page 9
time in college and want to give back
to the community, then Beta Theta Pi
is for you. You will make friends, and
have an unforgettilble college experi-
ence.
If you want more information on
the Betas, go up to any of us who
wear a Beta Theta Pi shirt, and we
will be happy to answer any ques-
tions.
We have been known to throw
some of the best parties at N.S.U.
'~~F41WMaPi is a very dedicated
'. All members are ~x­
. ork hard to keep good
g an" 0 what .is needed to help
the organization .
We .expectnothing less' than
100% from our members and give the
same in return.
If you are looking to have a good
But this particular group stands
out from the rest. Those appealing
smi les compose Nov~ Southeastern
University's first ever Women's Soc-
cer team, and this weekend they
kicked off their inaugural season.
Although the results were not favor-
able, on the. scoreboard, theattrac-
see NSU'S onlq
Some oflast year's Betas pose for the camera. Photo courtesy BillyCerbel/i.
Our organization isvery commu-
nity-oriented and even more dedi-
cated to Nov eastern in mak..,
ing campus bett very year.
-Last yea our v teer projects
included the arino Walk-A-
Than, Blockbuster Hole-in-One
Tournament for Kids ln Distress, and
24-Hour Softball (for kids with can-
cer).
We also sponsored the Love jen
Have you noticed those new faces·
vibrantly walking around campus?
The ones belonging toa youthful, yet
confident group of women.
Of course, all women at Nova are
young and. confident (Hey, I have to
win my brownie points somehow).
by Gus Bravo
Wom-en"s·
•soccer IS
rewed lip, ready to go
Festival to aid childre-n with cancer,
and collecteclover 300 toys for a child
. enrichment center in South Florida.
This year we are· planning the
sameactivities as well as many more.
Aboutevei-.y other month, usually
on holidays, we throw off-campus
parties for Christmas', St. Patrick's
Day, a costume party for Halloween,
and many others.
The Knight Newspaper
by Billy Cer.belli
- ----~-------"'-.--------------------
Tile .Betas plan.a cOl11ieback
Fall 1995 marks the-
the Beta Theta Pi Fratern
.tionat Nova Southeaster
We currently have 15 from
. .differentparts oUhe United States and
the world.
-Our president for the '95-'96
schporyeari~Chris Cronin and the
vice presIdent is Hector R.ivera.
Nova SoutheasterhUnlversity
-Car~er Resource Center -
,
AREYOUTAKINGAfNANfAf£.OF~FESU~
~It . ~It
.. ' ~- '\~ your NlUIM ~Life.longelectl'Ol1itL~ 8Utomallcllly to ?l1""
-<....m.~.wIth..... fi.1e wilIIlheCRC,
~-~~jaO •• ~
IJI!EJHLM: I
0A1AIWB
20 September 1995 ..
, _.~._., -- ',-
----,-~-_.,._,
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.lady Knights struggle ··to
beV-ba.1I champs in opening games
; ~
;
by Daniel Iliman their usually overmatChed rivals.
, Eyebrows were raised after the
Slump. Drought. Setback. Ev- annual Blue-Gold scrimmage when a
ery team in the history of sport has player stated, "We stunk. We played
gone through one of these dry spells like a junior high school tE!am." After
atone time or another. After open- dropping their first two matches with-
ing up the season with a lowly 0-4 outwinning a game, the Lady Knights
record, questions have been raised welcomed Rollins College in their
about th.e strength of the grip of the ,home opener. Down two games to '
Nova Southeastern Lady Knights Vol- nothing, the Jadies rallied behind
leyball team's empirical hold over Rashida Frazier's strong serving to take
Sports tidbits
(rom page 9
fewer appearances this year than
minimum wage Rich Garces.
-HeJlo; Lost and Found, could you
check and see if there's a Gino
Torretta on the premises?
-Hakeem Olajuwon is by far the best
player'in theNBA today. '
-Who's Rich Garces? .
-If onlyPern~11Whitaker was 100
pounds heavier, then we would
not haveto pay 50 bucks to~watch
the best heayyWeightfightPeter "I
twisted my ankle" McNeely. ,
-Bold Pred,ktion:, The ]acksonvi lie _,'-Sa
jaguprs' wiIIcorneio third 'intneir
division ahe~d'of NFL lowlifes Cin-
dnn~i andJ-IotlstOrl. ",
·-Wasn'tthat U.S..lArgentina match in
theJlC()paAmerica~"'a"pleasure to
NSll's ,'women's sO.ccer
makes-an effort. to kick
it to tbecomp.etition
(rom page 9 halves. However/the bounces
tive style demonstra'ted again'st seellJed to favor the girls from the
Bellevue and Barry University respec-' Midwest, as the final score simply
tively will surely make this an enter- . foretold which team had been luckier.
~aining season. Keeping in mind that this is a fairly
As pointed out by head coach young team with plenty of eagerness
Akram Molaka, one of the team's pri- to ,improve, the girls will undoubtedly
mary goals is to offer ~'a good brand experience more favorable results~
of soccer." Judging from the excite- thus, this will add to that already
ment produced in their· opening confident swagger they display off the
match against Bellevue from Ne- field.
braska, the women will have no *The Women's Soccer team is
trouble achieving that' expectation. looking for a team manager. Anyone
The Knights had several chances intere~ted call Akrain Molaka at (305)
to christen the scoreboard in both 475-7345.
~------'-"";""'---"";""'-----'--------,the third.
Undaunted,
Rollins rolled backto
win the match bya
. final score of 15-13,
.15-8,4-15,15-8:
Vanessa Gutierrez led
the squad in kills with
17.1 most coming from
the left outside hitting
p.osition.' Thelma
White smashed ten
winners, while Anni
Palacio rained down
ninekills~
While the front-
line scoring showed
L.......,Th:-e"""t-ad':'"""y"""'K:-ni"""gh:-t-:sh-ow---=th-e,-'r....,.di:-sa-pp~O-in-trn-e-nt-o-ve-r-:th-e-ir.,..lo-ss...,...tO~R-O.."II,-'-·ns---l, some of the 0 Id Lady
College on September 9.Phot() by Nathan Bu;gess. see THIS on facing page
get the. InsideTrack
One admissions
Saturday,September ,30
Space Is limited!
call today to reserve your seat,
'1-818-IAP'-TESTKAPLAN
oAt selected 1ocatio!lS. Notall seminars off-.cI at all locations;
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This· season Lady Knights
off foa mysteriously·slowstart
- from page 10
Knight spark, it was thelackoffuh--
damentals that hurt Nova Southeast-_
ern. Poor serving and other unforced
errors led to the demise, while the
Ladies were bumbling and stumbling
over each other during rallies.
Perbaps these are just signs of a
individuals learning to playas a
team.
The problem with that argument
is that only two starters graduated
last year; These ladies should be able
to read each other's minds on the
court.
!'lew head coach Joanna Sahm ding play, but in the end,PBA finally
was hopeful, though,that.the team got the proverbial monkey off their
would be able to come through backs by defeating NSUat the Gloria
against conference rival Palm Beach Dei Gymnasium.
Atlantic, as the Sailfish usually bring Once ilgain, the Lady Knights
ou~the best of aU--NSU teams. were very strong on their kill attempts,
The Lady Knight contingentonce butopportunities were wasted as their
again started slowly, dropping the first- service was poor. Also, the cohesive-
game. Coach_Sahm went to the ness of the team hasto be questioned,
be~ch and rep1acedFrazier with especially during movement directly
Mona Lai, and thelildies responded after-the serve. Many times after a
with a resounding second game Palacio service,.she would tun directly-
trouncing of the Lady Sailfish. into White on her way to her spot on
Games three and four were re- the outside.
plete with thrilling volleys and hus- If the Lady Knights CCin curb these
mental errors, they should be back in
form in no time at all.
An 0-4 record in Ladies Volley-
ball is not like Notre Dame losing to
Northwestern in football. No cham-
pionships are completely forfeited. As
Sahm and her corps grow together,
the Lady Knights wi IInot fall over and
die.
.Expect much more improvement
in the future beginning-with a home
match up vs. Northwood University
on the 22nd. All one' needs to end a
drought is acup of water, or in this
case, some Gatorade.
We HIIH ·TIte Loa;ftI ..SW~.,.ftf1
LONDON .. $25~ CARACAS $109
AMSTERDAM - 299 BOGOTA 169
A11IENS 375 BANGKOK .469
BUENOS AIRES 349 ,TOKYO 435
F",'res are STUDENT fares, from Miami, each way
based on a round trip purchase. International Stu-
dent ID may be required. Taxes & surcharges are
NOT included. - .
. ..........~~
CIEE: Counciloillnternational
Educational E~chalige
Internet; http;//www.ciee.orglcts/ctshome.htm
One Datran Gb: #220 9100 S DadeIand Blvd Miami
670-9261
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Coffee,.
A.nyo e??
by Nathan)Jurg
·Hot""club
for
everyone
in South
Beac,h
by Michelle Melfi
" Wow! What a great time. The
place is huge. The main mOITf has
two long b~lfs and a gigantic dance
floor, with a large ~tage upon which
the brave dlickiesdance. Inhere,
they played mostly nostalgic disco
and grooves: It's not to() crowded a
dance floor, but many people were
dancing for hours.
. Wait, there's more. There's gn:
other room that opens at 1 :JOam.
This room is also very big. In her.e,
they played hip-hop and some radio
reggae. There ""ere so many 9ancers
'in this crow<1ed.r()Orn~withs0rTla.ny
different .attire~and'~danciru~'r.:~!y17s.;, ••',
~~T!:l~~·~ .. ". .. " '., -
ing.,\'Vil:
·ing..,' ',' .' .. '... '..•. ,..•.•.. '.'Check.olJff~:i
ington Avenue in$9ti .• '"
dance,'you/lI\party;then~tt .' .',,'
some more urttiISamifyouHke.'
A.ccep.teci··at
more scHoolS
tHan. )IoU Were.
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by Cclndace .Kehl
cRaye ayain5.t an emotion,
one not yet feLt.
!J\nowLedfJe of it5.exi5.tena.e,
a;Jy'tat7ate5. JnE. W'i~in.
ff t'temGLe....
infea't,.
in Lu.5.t,
in LoO'e.
LoO'I!; fo~ ~e
emotion,
lJ:;r.infj5. me to
tea~~.
Lu.~t foT. the
emotion,
c.r.infj5. me to Lie.
gea~fo~ tI:.e emotion,
c.r.iny5. JnE. to·'dea~.
Untitled
.by Candi JC~hJ. .;
'.'_::,~::,:r,>,;,'_~:8",:i'~-~~,;i"~F· \: ~':~;~:';:.,,!,:¥y:,)--;,
:::~:.e1~t;\~",;;::t~·~ '.
Till tne apocalyptiC day
,;,:,,,:<,~,.S·.•,.> , .
lted,peirrg traP •••.. '. '.. ..•• ..•.. ' '.. . •...
The oth~r'day a sparrow flew; into . tiaryou have: 'If itWasri'tro~tfli~,ljd
thelQungeareaofthe residence hall. be agenius-. ' ...
. Try as heinighl, he couldn't be free. llive ina'worldwherelmaydie
". ,"Ilhink I knowhowheJeels/'said if Iknock back some Sex on the Beach
someone. or even a Bud. 'I will never be able
I really don't think that he could. tofuliy appreciate aZinfandel or a
grasp the situation. The sparrow's Chablis. . .'
mate flew to the window, and tried ' You cannot appreciate being out
to reach the trapped and frightened ofthe norm, where the water will kill
companion. But I know. you. Ican only look and wonder how
i live ina world where pink el- wonderful it must be to not have gills .-
ephants are a step away from reality and to walk on dry land.
as I think I know it. My life isa bal- Yes, sparrow, he thinks he knows.
imce of day and night pills designed But, I have experience; andtogether
by tbe current pharmaceutical to we could teach them all.
whom lowe my existence to. But if we try, it is to deaf ears.
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An execution
MICRosorr WELCOMES
YOU BACK TO SCHOOL
NOVA BOOKS
MAIN ENTRANCE (ROSENTHAL BUILDING) 476-4750
MONDAY-FRIDAY 8:30 AM-6: 15 PM, SAT. 10 AM-1 :30 Prv
YOUR ON-CAMPUS BOOKSTORE & MOREJ
COME SEE US SOON FOR ALL YOUR SOFTWARE NEEDS
AVAILABLE AT ACADEMIC PRICES ONLY AT NOVA BOOKS!
MICROSOFT STANDARD OFFICE INCLUDES WORD, EXCEL
POWERPOINT, AND SCHEDULE, AND PROFESSIONAL ALS(
INCLUDES ACCESS!
AND TO HELP YOU START BACK IN STYLE, THE ALL-NEW
MICROSOFT OFFICE ~95
IS JUST
$179.95 FOR STANDARD AND
$225.95 PORPROFESSIONAL
door.
He looked in my direction and
muttered, "How are you this fine
morning?"
I cursed at him.
He muttered something that 1
couldn't understand and walked
away.
As the day drew on, I had many
people visit me, whose purpose it was
to bother me. Some asked me if I
had any requests before my execu-
tion. I didn't reply. Some asked me
if I wanted to seethe priest again. I
simply laughed. I began thinking
about all the people that I actually
wanted to see. Mainly, I wanted to
see Maman once before I joined her
forever. I reconsidered some of my
options and realized that the priest
knew no more than I did. I enjoyed
that feeling for in fact, I knew more
than the priest. I knew the feeling of
killing a man, the feeling of having a
man want to kill me, and the feeling
of knowing that I shall be killed. This
knowledge was the deadliest ,knowl-
edge of all, the knowledge of life and
see STRANGE on facing page
by Christopher Kehl
Candle
C
As it warms, my skin shimmers in the
flame's light.
From a blue bulb to a yellow tear drop
growing, siphoning, feeding.
Rippling now my scorching skin
quakes, the flame's womb is a
pocket of,
death for all that enter.
The flame licks my side, and
a delicious pain crosses
first through me
then spreads higher.
My rippled skin now bubbles
then slides loose, slipping
lower, flowing to
the pool of death.
My entire core is more fluid,
more malleable now as my
skin drips away
from its place.
I buckle as slow downward
sections literally melt
away, leaving only a
rose red trai I to mark their
origin.
This is what I am made for.
This was why I was born.
I live only to die this way, to
devour and be devoured by this
delicious
pain.
I embrace the flame and the fire that
rips and drips me apart, it is my
soul and 1its virgin candle.
.ANDLE
With that final thought, the sirens
died and I fell into a deep sleep. A
sleep, asdeep as those of young chil-
dren in the arms of their mothers. 1
woke the next morning with the blind-
ing sun in my eyes. From the open-
ing in my cell, the intensity of the sun
was overwhelming as it glared into
my pupils. I wondered what will
happen to me when I see this glori-
ous sight again-if Jsee this glorious
sight again. I touched my forehead
and felt the cold residue of droplets
of sweat, perhaps from the sunlight,
or a dream. The sunlight was so pow-
erful that my head began to throb with
the thoughts and memories of the
past. I heard a guard approach the
by Nathan BurgessjjMortal
Kombat" an
adventure
into video-
game lore
by Christopher Kehl
"It has begun... "
"This is where you .fall. .. "
"Your soul, is mine... "
No, these are not quotes your
Core Class professors tell you, but
rather phrases that still ring in my ears
, from watching "MortarKombat," a
movie based on the biggest selling
video game since Pac-man.
In the ongoing saga of video
games' transference to the silver
screen, "Mortal' Kombat" is only the
next phase. Serious special effects,
plot, and both adult and youthful
humor are sprinkled together in this
f1ick,like oregano in my Thanksgiv~
ing lasagna. The video-game to sil-
ver screen genre has taken a step up
in this film.
It's still a gratuitous martial arts
"fight" film, but it has its underlying
good points.
By far, it is the best flick out for
those of you who have pumped half
of your allowance into the video game
since its creation, but if you have
never played, 1warn you now. Go-
ing to the movie with those who have
shall lead to scary things.
For instance, seeing your friends
mimic playing the game with imagi-
nary joysticks and buttons during the
fight scenes is rather frightening.
Another surprise might be the audi-
ence doing the wave when Sonya
does her special attack, or even more
interesting is your friends' reaction to
a large bad guy becoming a soprano
thanks to Johnny Cage.
All in all, the movie was well
worth the $4 of a midnight admission
at Sawgrass Multiplex (which has in-
telligently come down from its greed-
induced $6.75 to a mere $5 with Stu-
dent ID and midnight shows being
$4.). Go see it, but beware the people
who walk in with joysticks and quar-
ters!
-, -----~-~~~._~~~-
------ -~-- -
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Churn' out the rumor mill
about that certain individual. Be-
cause of this false information,
people are not giyen a fair chance in
some situations.
You know what happens. Many
times people see a certain individual
.and will say to the person they are
with, "Did you hear about them?/I
That phrase then continues on into a
long conversation.
, Meanwhile; the individual listen-
ing to the story didn't have any idea
see RUMQR on16
faster they spread, as I'm sure that
most of us have discovered here at
NSU.
Webster's New World Dictionary
hit the nail right on the head by de-
finin"g a rumor as: General talk not
based on definite knowledge, mere
gossip, hearsay, and a statement in
general knowledge. What should be
included in this definition are two
more extras: One is the phrase,
"Shh, here he/she r:omes./I . The sec-
ond is that people form their own as,-.
sumptions based on false information
I contemplated my options. Ironically
I did. I wanted th~ execution to be
quick, simple, and shocking for the
viewers. It was then that the sun was
blocked, and a chill fell over my
body, and my soul.
(rom page 14
death on your own hands. It was no
wonder that they executed such sup-
posed criminals so quickly. They
didn't want anyone else to know the
immense feeling of freedom given by
this deed, or the immense feeling of
fear given from this knowledge. It was
then that I began to fully realize how
fragile life truly was. Fragile enough
for a single shot to kill a man, fragile
enough for the single action of drop-
ping a blade to take away the last
breath from my lips. I began to hear
the crickets chirp in the quiet of the
IJight. It was a serenity that wasn't
there in the midday, when they were
erecting my death sentence. The si-
lence was deafening.
I stood up and walked around my
cell. The cell was my world. I had
nothing else, and I needed nothing
else. I laid down again and waited.
I must have fallen asleep, for when I
woke up,bells were ringing in the
distance, announcing my execution,
my end. I heard the crowd start to
build at my deathsite. At first, a small
murmur was heard in the distance
followed by a loud rumbling imme-
diately outside of my cell. The guard
came, opened the door, and escorted
me out of the cell. The priest was
chanting in Latin. Our eyes met, and
we knew each other. He never
changed his rhythm. We walked
down the long hallway leading out-
side in single file, with the priest, fol-
lowed by myself, and the guard. I
Strange way to die
could see the blinding rectangle out-
side. The priest disappeared into it
as I entered it. The warmth from the
sun was oyerwhelming. I was in-
stantly blirided. The only thing I felt
was the sun and the immense hatred
from the crowd. I could see my ex-
ecutioner standing tall against the
wind. The glare off the blade pierced
my eyes and went to my soul. I heard
the guard leave the building behind
me, as the priest continued on. As I
walked towards the crowd, and- my
death, I could feel the stares of hate
and disgust from the audience. When
I was asked if I had any final wishes,
by Kim Fichera
"Did you hear about Julie and
John? They broke up yesterday! And
you know what? I saw her hanging
out with some guy last night, (I won'r
mention any names) but apparently
she was 'with' him. Can you believe
her? Some nerve./I
How many ti mes a day do you
hear words like these, (also known
as rumors) and see people gasping and
laughing at other's expense? Occur..
rences like this happen more fre-
quently than most people realize.
'Rumors are everywhere and they are
flying faster than ever. It seems as
though the smaller the community,
the more rumors generate, and the
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The Best Way To Save Money On Stuff
(Other Than Borrowing Your Roommate's).
Roommates tend to get weIrd when you borrow their stuff. (They're funny
like that.) Better to get yourself 4 MasterCard lll card. Then
you could use it to buy the things xou really want.
And with these' College MasterValues® coupons, you'll save up to 40~.And until
you get your own place, it's the smartest thing you can do. Roommates are weird
enough as it is. MasterCard. It's more than a credit card. It's smart money:"..
r--~~~--------~---------~------,--------~'---------~----~--------~-----~~------~--~-~--~~-----r----------~-:--------~-------~,
: JCPennev : TWEEDS :., ,,\IIf'/~ ,
: ~licalcenter : SAVE $10 ON JtRTC~~YfD i JOIN ANI) SAVE $45
: 50010 OFF ANY : WOMEN'S APPAREL :
: EYEGLASS FRAME : Simplicity, comfort and style... that's Tw~ds. SAVE UP TO $140 : Join for only SIS, inste.d ofthereguJ.r S60 a\Ulual
• . .. . . :. .. , S.ve on .•UTweeds c1othlOg .nd accesk>nes. Call , inem""rship. Then enjoy FREE lift tick~ts .ndsa~
• -SZVe 50% on absolutelY every. eyeglass &ame.p"'s... , I-SOO-999-7997 and receive. FREE c.taIog .with Your C\,Uege ring, from ArtC.rved, is. keepsake ,up to 50·/0 on lift tickets, resort lodging .nd dining.~, boausidiscount ofSfO on our best lenses. Sale : 9ur latest styles. Place your order and save S10 on you'U a1w.ys treasure. Save S35 on 10K gold. S70 etc..•t top resorts East .nd West. A gre.t gift-for
I iDdudes any.eyeglasS &arne 10 stock when you pur- , .ny purchase ofS50 or more when you use your on 14K gold or SI40 on ISK gold. C.1l sklerslsnowbo.rders. C.1l I-llC?O'S00-2SKI(2754) to
t chase a complete pm: ofeyeglasses .nd use your. 'MasterCarde. Card .nd-mention the COLLEGE 1-800-952-7002 for more det.ils. Ment,on join or for details .nd specl.ls m your. f.vonte .reas . ,~M~erCar<!"Card·Lens d",:ount .pplles to ~ur best : MasterValuese olfer #C3WA. : olfer#950J. and mention ofl'er #15MCSKI.Pluslook for.us.on the ,
, .Lenses· See- optiCian for dewls. Coupon required. , . , . internet .t URL http://www.sklc.rd.com/skicard ,
r, O.randc~valid8lISl95toI2/3t195.Ofrt.rvalidoa:lYon. .1, O&rvalicU/lS/95 to 12/3119S. 06rvabdOnly. " . '.' . ,I o&rvalid8/15I9StoI2/31/95.{>ffervab~onfyonru«ha~ounp: .... .' :
'. __.usmgaMasterC.:.dOCanI._ciii).',I onpurcha.esuDnaa~C..ardand.wben.~".... ,.1 .a~..' CanI.U>d. whmofl't1'#'J... 5<.J1u ciJ) '_VobdH/15/'15toI2/.\I/I1~.'.llf".VobdonlyciJ).t· CGI9O'I • bme',o( purc:haK.~ h. DO cash ... I dw COLLEGE MasterVaJune ofIft #CJWA is I mmtioncd. Coupon may not:~ commnn! WIth on purl''''' USI"tC a MaAft't:mll \:.anI and whm • :
I' .... and.maY'nocbeo~~thany .' I menOoned.08'ervoidwhertprohibiced.taXed: .0 I anyo~ttcoupon.,,~ount.~ipplngand .' thc-#·I5M(:SKI"mmDUnt'd,!~,m: .. ' .. '
t COlIpOft.-~ VallltkighcJ*Juaeor.. I ormtriaed.CoupOnmaynotbecarnbintd ,,' , I hancUingareextra. LinutOMdiscouncpn , .JtTdl\('ounbbst~ln'l~,% ~V1"11'(.UutC" t
, ..wisioa'C~pIan.~tOM.Couponpft'p.Il~. ~.a~""'" I withanyothercouponordik.:ounc.Sbippingand. I purc~.Some'tntnetlon$apply.Vold\\-h(Tc .~ ..~....... 1ndu,tt'dwlthn4·hmem~.Houl"',Mon~~. ~ :
I Sec opocun '=!' details. Void~probibited.·~ I· handling are extra. LinUforw discount per purchase. '. ... I prohibited, . " . '. . .~ a.m In 4 p.m. Mtn arnt' Void whnt rrotubit<'d. . . J~------------------------------~----------------------------~--f-------,-••-i--W-A.-••-.-------~------------------------------,
, ~a...ILOI I I r..JAA I I
f =:=::-? . . l THE WALL STREET JOURNAL, : vw",~~ : :
~ : 49% OFF A SPECIAL : GET ONE VIDEO FREE 50% QFF FILM PROCESSING :
: SAVE $3 OFF A CD : 12-WEEK SUBSCRIPTION ~ WHEN YOU BUY THREE Hold on 10 the good times .nd your money, too.:
, Here's .music to your ean... saveS3 on one regu- I , Video values just for you! Enjoy. full selection of T.ke 50% offrhe ....gul.r price of processing .nd I
t 'Jarfy priced Comp.ctDisc.t $6.99 or more when Invest in your future and stay on top .ofcurrent 'top-quality videos.t discounr prices. All videos printing on rhe first set ofprints .t·McitoPhoto, :
: you use your MasterC.tde Card. Limit.two S3 developments with The Wall StrtetJoumal. For : .re prit'ed.t S9.95 or less .nd .re :IMrx, satisf.ction when you use your M.sterC.rds C.rd. C.II
I _aunts-.per, coupon, per purchase. Limit oneS3; • limited time only, use your MasterCarde C.rd I .gu.ra.nteed. Act now .nd ger one video FREE 1-!lIMI-733-l>6l1h for the loc.rion ne.rest YOll.
I
' oIiscount per box set purchase' Off"er Not V.lid .ndp.y just S23 for .12-week sul>scription " when you buy three .nd,use your M.sterC.rd1 Limir I. Offer Not V.lid Wirhout This Coupon.
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On Saturday September 16, Corey
johnson, director of athletics, named
Nova Sotltheastern University's new
Head Basketball Coach. Tony
McAndrews/52, comes to NSU as jim
Michaels' replacement and the 5chool's
first-ever full-time basketball coach.
johnson called McAndrews' hiring "not
only a great addition to our' program, The question is no longer who will become the basketball team's head coach. It is how Tony
but also to our league." Michaels, who . McAndrews will fill Jim Michaels' void,
worked as a parHil'llecoach for nine . five PAC-l0 cha'mpionships (1988- (1975-1980), he moved onto Colo-
years, announced his resignation Sep- 1991 and 1993) as well as one NCAA rado State University (1980-1987),
tember5citing a need to spend more Final Four appearance (1988). The where: he built a reputable program
time with his family and teaching re- Wildcats' 1986 team alsorecorded.an as the Men's head basketbaBcoach.
sponsibilities as prime reasons. impressive 35-3 mark, which earned With twenty-five years of coach.,.
McAndrews', previous employ- them the fourth mostsuccessful recording e.xperjence at thecoflege level,
ment w'as with the University of Ari- in NCAA history. ' McAndrews ,is"lookingforward to the
zona as the school's assistant head In 1980, McAndrews directed his challenge" of directing the Knight
basketball coach, During his seven- first Final Four team as an assistant' Basketball team,' The credentials he
y,ear stint (1987-1993), McAndrews with the University of Iowa.' After, brings to Nova are 'outstanding. In
helped guide the Me~'s program to spending five years in the Big Ten seeTONY onio
from pagelS cause, people forming fals-efacts life! Please, if you are one of those
about that one individual. Now be- about certain individuals. . individuals, get some help! Remem-
cause of the story, that individual. "asked some Nova students their ber, we are NOT IN HIGH S<;:HOOL
possibly (I'm not going to say "will," opinions about rumors. Here is what ANYMORE! We are in college. We
because I'm sure there are people several students had to say. One are supposed to act like MATURE
who find good in all) has formulated anonymous student said "Because ADULTS: -Do these individuals feel
his or her own opinion on,the persqn ,Nova is such a small school, rumors that by· creating or spreading rumors
based on whanhey just heard. Scary spread like wildfire. No One can en- they will be more liked? Does it give
isn't it? ter or leave the dorm without every-' therna feeling of power? That is pretty
Say you're just living your Hfe one knowingwho was t~ereand why. pathetic. If that is how you feel you
minding your own business and one If something happens at a party on will De Hked and ho,w you will get
night you decide to give a friend of Friday night/by Sunday moming it power, then go back to high school.
the opposite sexa ride home. Some- seems like everyolJe has heard some Try' hei'1gfrieridly to people ,and not
,one sees you.gettingintothecarwith version of the story.'" fake. You'd be surprised at how well
yourfriend and automatically assumes Mike Fischer said,."Many students it works. ,Most individuals are turned
the worst. The next couple of days blow rumors out of proportion. They off by peoplewhositaround and gos-
your friendseems~istanUoyou. You could justhear one ~implefactandit sip about others" Yes~ It's true!
~onderwhat'sgoihgon. Youaskthat gets ,blown intosornething much Shouldwe all be afraid of actions
persOn what's up and they Just give larger. we take or whowe associate with? Is
you acold stare... James Reinlieb, a senioratNSU, it goi08to get t6that point? I hope
After a coupleofdays of wonder- has seen through the years how ru-, not,orour world could get pretty
ing, you finally confront the 'source. mors can develop and spread fast in monotonous. Imagine everyone do- 1-'__,...;;.,...---.;;
Theytell you thatsomeone heard that such'a smaU community. Iasked' him, ing· the same thing··the same way, all
you two were together:. You wonder what he thought of individuals who the time. 1 hope many of you will
wheredidthafcomefromr. just gave spread rumors that are false. He re-' continue ,living you(lif~ as you have
you a rjdehome! "outell him/her plied,"Rumors,that prQveto be un- .beenandrernember that rumors are
that you never said anything and the fOunded serve no purpose except to jusnha:l:RUMORS; Real friends will
two ofyouw()r~thlngsbut~ ·.15 that agitate people." , know 'the truth and so will you.
fairiOfcouTse:not. "But t11at'sjust"What type of indiVidual plans and .After aU f isn't,th~what's irnpor.,.
oneof the many problems tha:trumors clevises rumors? Peoplewnoneed a tanH "
Bu ildingOnSUccess
Rumor mill at NSU:
well-oiledmaehine
'byG~s Bravo
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Welcome to Nick Moore's Art Gallery
-Excellent
Pay'
$37·9005
-Full/Part
Time
-Days/Eves
Now Hiring!!!
• Must be Attractive & Qutgoing
• Have Your Own Transportation
.LORIDADRIVER. LICENSE
_E9U1RED•
CALL FRRNAT(.305) 346-8469
.fllI-SEXIJ'/. .'.PROFESSIONAL.·EDIIIM.-
EDITING, PROOFREADING,
WglTINGOF LmERS,
MEMO$, MANUSCRIPTS,
JOURNAL ARTICLES, THESES,
RES\JMES, NEWSLETTERS,
. AND MORE.
TUTORING AVAILABLE '.
~ Isa N'
i In, ....... ! T_........_it"II --,j --_..
-- --
474·3371
'$10.0.
"1Jfl,:itL?8lJ!J0f3
<r:.;'....ess...mpoo
Full Service Salon with
experienced hair dressers.
. Full Nat! Technician Services.
2275 S. University Dr., Davie, FL .
.<r
'.-
Q liRe~()U·. fSTTJD£NTsPEciAtTll
CONCERNED IiBrJ?/! • ' ,'FREE, .._,
, ()urJ'Ii"ftfJNM'Ii" •WfJ/i/(fJIJT SISS/fJII.
. . . .•... ,. OR •
ENVIRONMENTAL CAMPAIGN STAFF .,1I/ifJ8/t$~1 A #1#1 . .•
WORK ON ENVIRONMENTAL • . -' . .,""~~JL. ,.
ISSUES AND (:;ET PAID FOR IT! . • ASK FOR ' "IiI-j'
WE TRAIN. '. . •. . ". r- •
FT ANDPT, $7.50/HR,BONUSES,.JOHN Bf.,MBARON~ •
FT BENEFITS AND CAREER • AI •
.OPPORTUNITIES. ' .' . ~..,~t.·'~,f.':U.S.TOTALFITNESS:FLORIDA •.............•...........•..•..•.. , ... I
CONSUMER ACTION NETWORK • ,(305) 37"~9041
.' (305) 563-6112 L (pLEASE BRING STUDENT IDs) "','
------------ ,
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Some of usatThe Kniihtdecided to take a look at the past issues and see how Nova, you the student, and we the newspaper have changed over the
. years. We hope you find this flashback to Vol~me 4 Issue 2 enjoyable and interesting,
. »
--
~WNKRis now'WNSU.
-Anthony Dominicilsno 16nger
't~eBlJsinessManager; He
. movednextdo()ras Presi- .
dent of the NCSGA. .
-The. Registrar's Offjc~has .
moved to the neW Horvitz
.Administration. Building.
-Pegie' Moran' is no longer with
, us (see ~toryonthis Piige),
-The school is now knQwnas
Nova Southeastern Univer- .
sity.
-The Kniiht now only serves the
undergraduate cOl1lmunity.
-James Reinleibis now the
Station Manager -for WNSU.
~Cabaret has lost N.U;tS. (Nova
University, TheatricaISod-/
ety).
-The Poetry Circle has vanished.
-We now,have a Psychology
), building under constructio;;l{
-An, em campus pool.is under 'r'
construction~ ., '
-The Rosenthal Student Cent"
n h m m
How;,sOl1'le
things 'have
changed
LJniVersity Community
.,)
IN~w volleyball coach Pegie Moran!
. " " . -
.CanaN'ewCtl~ch ,B':ring
'N,ova.··.·a()istrict .•··Title?
.-.r;.~"
,T·,·
:11--
VOllAmefouy' :
9ssIAetwo
. )
Servrngtt"leNova.
, jY '.
Don"t
'Take ,t'he'
Bus I'
~'·Jri thlsarticle1eff Sponderdiscusses whether or not a
new coach can bring the Women's Volleyball team a Dis-
trict· Tjtle~
Accompanying Kimb~r Sharp's Interesting tidi::lits of the article include the team's"new-
reporting on the "leadership Confer- comers, two freshmen, and three, college' transfers. Susie
ence Fiasco" of 1993 is this wo·nder..: .Marti and Jennifer St. Thomas ...$ophomore Rashida Frazier
ful picture ofcurrent NCSGA 'transferred from LaSalle University in Pennsylvania.
President Anthony Dominici The two freshm~n on the team include Mona Laifrom
"getting a farmer's tan." . Plantation, and Vanessa Guitierrez from Miami.
• ,'.,., .... '., '_ '" ," ,'" . _ . '~".: 1, ... ' _', I'
.........•....•................' .
••••• ••••••• ,•••••••• Ii •••••• ' '
()h,"()wwehavechaiJged!O~, how we have changed! Oh,howwe have cha"ged!Oh, how we have chang:
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Tony McAndrews named new
NSU new basketball coach
We need off-campus
site for get-togethers
from page 17
addition to coaching two NCAA Fi-
nal Four teams and five PAC~10 cham-
pions, McAndrews also achieved an
eighty-eight percent graduation rate
white head coaching Colorado State's
basketball program.
Twelve of McAndrews' former
players have extended their careers
onto the NBA. Besides coaching in
by Beth Morrison
So, you're a freshman, and you
expected to go to this big college party
on the, the same day classes started,
RIGHT? However, as the night wore
on, you suddenly realized that a Nova
College party is no different from what
you experienced in High School. Lots
of underage people along with a
handful of legals hang out on the side-
lines, while a few people grope and
grind and the techno beat plays in the
background.
Nevertheless, you continue to
pride yourself on having a good time.
You decide you need a break and it's
time take a walk outside. However,
you cannot sit down anywhere except
on the grass or on the wall leading
into the Rosenthal Student Center.
You would like to sit in a chair, around
a table and converse with fellow
the collegiate ranks, the incoming full-
ti me employee was selected as assis-
tant coach of the World Game Trials
in 1986. His coaching expertise has
taken McAndrews to other continents
as well. In 1989, he conducted sum-
mer basketball clinics in Venezuela
for the USIS.
Followin'g his initial meeting with
Knight players on Friday before the
bored souls, however, the patio is
blocked off and you have no choice
where to sit. So, conversation is
killed, and you have no other choice
but to stand around (a decision made
if you don't want to dance). Then
you must stare at the sheet-laden
walls, filled with the words in per-
manent marker, "Lick me and suck
me." Oh joy, what bliss. PLEASE!
Nova should pride itself on hav-
ing GREAT WELCOME BACK PAR-
TIES LIKE THEY USED TO! Theones
where at least twenty-five percent of
the student population attends, and
not just a select few.
Whatever happened to renting out
Arrowhead Country Club? People
who are at Nova day-in and day-out
need a chance to get away from the
atmosphere itself. Ask any resident
who doesn't own a car. (Ever experi-
ence cabin fever?)
official announcement was made,
McAndrews came away impressed
with his team. "We're going to have
a very good basketball program and
play exciting basketball, I guarantee
it," the confident coach claimed.
McAndrews, who is expected to ar-
rive on campus full-time by next week,
inherits an excellent team that has
produced recent praiseworthy results.
I understand that Nova wants to
promote a communal atmosphere and
the RSC seems to be the only place,
however, NOT IN THE CAFETERIA!
There needs t9 be a place off campus
where all Nova affiliates can go... ;
instead of the cafeteria.
Dress it up all you want, it is still
the cafeteria, or rather the Private
Dining Room.
Maybe once a month we should
rent out a place for the night! Why
not ask all dubs to get together and
have a party? There would probably
be a greater sense of community and
many more people would show up.
I don't understand why someone
didn't think ofthis before. It couldn't
be that expensive if every club put in
a small amount. There are tons of
places to go (after all we are in
SOUTH FLORIDA!) Let's start hav-
ing some real fun.
Last year, under the tutelage of
Michaels, the Knights completed the
most successful season in their nine-
year history. After years of medioc-
rity, the team earned their first-ever
birth to the NAIA championship tour-
nament. This superb achievement
was culminated with No. 13 ranking
among NAIA Division II schools and
a 22-12 overall record.
Hoping to add to the previously
achieved success, McAndrews, who
claimed to be "excited to be here," sees
this as a great "opportunity for me."
Because a strong working relation-
ship is important to him, McAndrews
is more than pleased Jo have Corey
Johnson, whom he's "known for a
long time," as his boss. Although
Johnson has mentioned a multi-pur-
pose complex as a likely long-term
goal, for the time being McAndrews
hopes to work around the current fa-
cility problems. In the meantime,
both players and coach· have to be·
come acclimatedwith one another a5
soon as possible.
With their season opener just e
month and a half away, the introduc-
tory process will be unexpectedl)
brief. If the Knights wish to continuE
with their winning ways, they mus
adjust to the recent changes in orde
to make this a ,smooth transition with
out any time-consuming setbacks.
However, McAndrews' "love t<
coach and teach" should providl
helpful assistance in 'solving any pos
sible problems. The Knights opel
their season away November 4, wher
they visit Edward Waters.
Teachers travel to points around the globe
from page 3
The San Martin zoo is now vis-
ited regularly by government offi-
cials, attendance from the residents
of Ecuador has risen by about 50%,
and tourist attendance has doubled.
NSU and the Dreyer Park Zoo in
West Palm Beach are now working on
projects relating to biogeography and'
biodiversity. Dr. Barker is looking for
students to join him on his next trip
to South America which shall be from
January 2-9.
He can be reached at barkerb
@polaris.ncs.nova.edu or his office
in the Math, Science, and Technol-
ogy Department.
Dr. Wolf's travels led her, among
other places, to France, Belgium, and
Normandy. The trip gave Dr. Wolf
the chance to get some relaxation and
introduce the various countries to her
daughter.
Dr. Wolf was partially surprised
by the high cost of everything. She
recommends that students planning
on going abroad get information from
the French Tourist Office before visit-
ing, to receive facts about the coun-
try.
Dr. Alford and Dr. Ferriss traveled
to Europe this summer to present pa-
pers at the 12th International Confer-
ence on Literature and Psychology in
Frieburg, Germany. The doctors trav-
eledto St. Anton, Austria, and Lux-
embourg. pro Ferriss felt that, "Bel
gium and Luxembourg are exceller
places to go to avoid running inti
American to_urists." She also felt the
some of the cuisine in Belgium is e~
quisite.
I thank all of the professors for thi
information, and encourage you t,
discuss with them any foreign cour
tries you'd be interested in visiting.
All interviews conducted throug
E-mail.
20 September 1995
etc. You've had them, as refried beans
fall under this category. Provided are
recipes using legumes for breakfast,
lunch or dinner.
LIMA BEANS FOR BREAKFAST?
1 10-ounce package frozen li:Itf
beans, thawed / >'
3/4 cup vegetable bro Iv! '~'i;
. j'
1/4 t ground dried sa J '\
1/4 t dried rose
crumbled
6 T cornmeal
1-2 T veg oil
In ble ssor,
be with the
veg ima beans
should remain chunky. In medium
saucepan, heat the lima bean mix-
ture, sage, and rosemary until boil-
ing. Slowly beat in 4 T of the corn-
meal and cook until thickened and
bubbly. Cool to room temperature.
Sprinkle the rest of the cornmeal onto
a plate. Pat the lima bean mixture
into 1/4 inch patties and coat each
patty with some of the cornmeal on
see VEGAN on facing page
Faceless foods
by Andrea Leeds
As a vegan, (pure vegetarian) I am
often asked, "What do you eat?"
While pizza as you know it is never
on my plate, I do incorporate a wide
variety of menus to avoid the mun-
dane. Being the world's worst cook
provides me an even greater chal-
lenge.
As many of you have figured out
by now, meat is detrimental to your
health. While I know that die-hard
.carnivores will not convert no matter
what the consequences, (heart dis-
ease, etc., etc.) it doesn't hurt to add
a little variety to your diet. The reci-
pes provided were tested by kids, and
approved by moms. (Wait, wrong
commerciaL) Best of all, they are
"idiot-proof." In other words, if I can
prepare the meals, and they are ed-
ible AND tasty, anybody can.
Luscious Legumes
Legumes are chockful of healthy
stuff, and they taste good too. Le-
gumes include beans, peas, lentils,
The Knight Newspaper
tive. They were well-meant because
we took the time to listen, and after-
wards we immediately took the proper
action to solve the problem.
If you missed these two meetings,
we urge you to come out and voice
your opinions at all our other gather-
ings. Your opinions count because
we base our decisions on your
thoughts.
If you cannot make it to our meet-
ings, we encourage you to come out
and meet us at our monthly "SGA
Day." This is a day that 'we have set
aside for you to meet us outside of
Parker. The first one will be Septem-
ber 20, 1995, between 11 :00 a.m.
and 1:00 p.m.
We look forward to meeting ev-
eryone that day and every day there-
after. Thank you in advance for al-
lowing us to serve you.
see MEETING on page 6
R.S.C.
CATHOLIC CLUB MINISTRIES
Meets every other Wednesday at
Noon at R.S.C.
INTERVARSITY CHRISTIAN
The following is.a list of the meet-
ing dates of several clubs and organi-
zations. Go and visit an organiza-
tion. You just may like it!!
ALPHA PHI OMEGA
Meets Tuesdays at 4 p. m. at
Welcome to all new and return-
ing students. My name is Herve Jean-
Pierre, Treasurer of The Nova College
Student Government Association
(NCSGA).
The semester has begun and we
are off to a fantastic, prosperous new
year. We, the NCSGA, look forward
to interacting with administrators and
staff in order to meet your needs. This
is Student Government's function and
duty.
So far this year we have had two
successful meetings which students
attended and either asked questions,
or gave us ideas on what they thought
was vital for us to have a successful
year.
These meetings were only one
hour in length, but they were effec-
Page 4
by Herve Jean-Pierre
Special Invitation
From NCSGA
Treasurer
CLUB MEETING DATES
20 September 1995
TION
Meets every other Friday at 5:30
p.m.
PHI ALPHA DELTA
Meets every other Thursday at I
6:30 p.m. at R.S.C.
PREMED SOCIETY
Meets every other Wednesday at
5 p.m. in Parker Science Annex
PSYCHOLOGY CLUB
Meets every other Wednesday at
4:30 p.m.
~ SGA DAY ~o rl~~«.o SEPT. 27, 1995 «'()«.~ 11 :30-1 :30 'e-1-1J,
SGA MEMBERS WANT TO
HEAR YOUR CONCERNS!
IIBQ
IN FRONT OF PARKER!
Meeting Bulletin .
from page 4 . PAN AFRICAN STUDENT ASSOCIA- '
FELLOWSHIP
Meets every other Friday at 7 p.m.
NATURE .
Meets the 1st and 3rd Monday of
each month, at 6 p.m. in R:S.C.
RESIDENT STUD~NT ASSOCIA-
TION '
Meets every other Monday at 8
p.m. in Goodwin Classroom
NISA
Meets monthly on Wednesdays at
5 p.m.
The Knight Newspaper
partment of Defense experts, organiz-
ers will also import closed-circuit tele-
vision, metal detectors, and bomb-
sniffing dogs as part of their prepara-
tion to bolster security.
-About 150 police officers will con-
duct on-campus security ,which has a
budget of nearly one million dollars.
-Once on campus, players will lounge
in the Rosenthal dining area after be-
ing bused to and from their practices.
-Speaking of practices, an eight-foot
high screened chain-link fence will
separate each field to keep opposing
teams from spying on one another.
Yes, the Olympic ideal has not been
forgotten.
-According to the rumor mill, lights,
previously not planned for the new
fields, might now be added thanks to
the Olympic Committee's decision to
move games to night time. Thus, teams
are now seeking to practice in similar
conditions, i.e., night practices.
Gaining new athletic fields with
the possible addition of lights im-
proves conditions for both competi-
tive and intramural sports. With more
fields now available, the use can be
spread around to allow them suitable
time to recuperate thus, subsequently
reducing the wear and tear on the
Bermuda grass which has been a sig-
nificant problem with the current
fields.
Besides the addition of better on- ~ - - __ ..:- ...:- ....:. __
campus facilities ,like the socce.r . INTERESTED IN LEARNING MORE
fields, the Olympics also brings in- 0
ternational attention to this university. AS UT SGA? WANT TO TRY
Millions of Olympic followers focus SOMETHING DIFFERENTE ?
their main attention on the world's
most popular sport, soccer. Conse- CALL TH E SGA OFFICE AT
quently, all eyes will be on that Davie 476-4734
campus hosting theirfavorite athletes. FOR INFO OR STOP BY ROOM 207 IN ROSENTHAL
~n~u~yHUGEP~P~AN~?~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~
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OIYll1pic games corne
to Nova Southeastern'
from the cover
graduate dorms.
-Three new athletic fields adjacent to
the baseball field which will be ready
for use within thirty days-weather
permitting.
-An eight-foot, nine-gauge chain-link
fence will surround the village with
police and security monitoring who
enters and exits the campus.
-An on-site bank will handle foreign
currency.
-A prayer-room will face east for Mus-
lim players.
-All vending machines on campus will
be changed from Pepsi to Coke because
of the latter's Olympic sponsorship.
-In addition to having met with De-
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ing useful skills such as letter writ-
ing and oral communication.
If interested, please contact Andrea,
leeds at (Ieeds@polaris.ncs.nova.edu)
If you n't have an e-mail account
you waiting for?) look
Henrypoint, Pennsylvania in the
Poconos, and enjoys reading Robert
AntonWHson, and listening to the
Misfits, Christian Death, Danzig, and
Type 0 Negative.
When not reading or listening to
music, Jess enjoys vandalism, eating
bagel dogs, and drinking Kool-
Aid and vodka. A self-proclaimed
see Cyphers on 13
Raise consciousness of anima
ploitation and abuse on
level and work on nation
paigns, and to encourage a more
healthful and humane diet.
REQUIREMENTS: Commitme
cause. As Iittle as
week can make a dif
mandatory meetings. .
REWARDS: Save lives whi
WNSU DJ biographies: Jess Cyphers
by Kym Walsh
by Andrea Leeds
looking for a minimum of twelve
people who possess compassion and
are willing to change the world!
. As self-appoi animal 'ghts
representative of va mu-
,nity, I am interested in starting an
Animal Rights Club. '.
OBJECTIVES (of proposed
Trivia Tidbits:
George
Washington
by Karina LeDezma
WNSU welcomes volunteer DJ's
with an extreme variety of tastes. Enter
Jess Cyphers. Punk, goth, industrial,
and hard core are his specialties. Tall,
dark, and ominous, Jess takes the air
on Sunday and Monday nights at 10
p.m.
Jess hails from the far out land ofIn 1777, Jacob De Haven, a .r=::-:=--- - ---- ---- ~;----~ - __----~=---- =:::_"' =~,..,._:::::c___ ____= _==='......_,
~~:I~;n::;c~:~trgO:~:s~~~I;t~~ia~ .....elp wattled for anbD
total amount of $450,000. This money
was utilized to fund the army which
would eventually go on to win the
Revolutionary War. Sometime later,
repayment was offered to DeHaven in
Continental money, but he refused be-
cause his original loan was made in
$50,000 worth of gold and $400,000
worth of supplies. The payment was
see GEORGE on 13
RSA serves students' residential concerns
from page 7
ing linens, including extra long sheets,
comforters, and a variety of bed and
bath attire. The profits from this fund
raiser will go towards activities and
events.
Also, letters were sent to parents
of residents, providing them the op-
tion of purchasing Welcome Back
'Campus Care Packages.
President Nicola DiGiallonardo,
Vice-President Jose Graca, Secretary
leslie Romero, and Activities Coor-
dinator Susan Richards, are excited
to start another successful year filled
with BBQ's, Monday Night Football
Socials, meetings, Bea'ch Trips, Con-
ferences, Study Breaks, Stress Man-
agement Seminars, and other activi-
ties for residents to enjoy!
So you want to know what RSA
actually does? '
The Resident Student Association
provides the residents with a place
to go if they have residential con-
cerns.
Residents are invited to attend
General Meetings every other Mon-
day at 8 pm. A football social is held
after every meeting.
Residents are invited to voice their
concerns and help improve the qual-
ity of residential living! The execu-
tive members cannot make improve-
ments without residents.
Flyers and posters concerning
RSA upcoming events will be posted
in each residence hall and in the
mailroom. Be sure to check RSA out!
If you have any questions or sug-
gestions, please caU (305)452-6468
and leave a message, or write to the
Resident Student Association at 3625
College Ave # 110 Davie, Fl 33314.
Psychology Club has exciting plans this year
by Evan Rosen and Wendy Sloan
Wow, another summer has passed
and we're back to school. No need
to worry, because the Psychology
Club is back as well. This means only
one thing: another exciting year at
N.S.U.!
As always, the Psychology Club
will allow students to expand their
undergraduate experience well. be-
yond the classroom.
Those who participate will have
the opportunity to hear professionals
in the field share their knowledge in
various subjects. Previous speakers
have included multicultural psycholo-
gist, Dr. John louis and sex therapist,
Virginia Johnson from Masters and
Johnson.
In addition, students will learn
about different careers in psychology
through several forums highlighting
specific specialties.
Each event will feature the cur-
rent prospects and earnings, and other
important information. Fortunately,
this service will reduce the time stu-
dents spend searching for this infor-
mation.
For those students interested in
gaining practical experience, the psy-
chology club prOVides an array of
opportunities.
For example, throughout the year,
members will learn about and role-
play rudimentary counseling tech-
niques. Students can also get in-
volved in research, and produce the
club's second research project.
Volunteerism provides yet another
avenue to gain experience as the club
will visit several community organi-
zations and observe how they oper-
ate.
Finally, to accustom students to
the writing skills virtually required in
the field and to cu Itivate creativity,
each member will have the opportu-
nity to submit articles to The Knight
on relevant psychological issues.
The Psychology club is also proud
to announce that it will host two con-
ferences during the year. At the end
of each semester, any students can
turn in papers and/or research to the
Behavioral Sciences Department for
registration.
Individuals will then present ac-
cepted material to other students and
professors at a banquet via posters or
oration.
When considering whether or not
to join the Psychology Club, you
should think about the cost versus
the benefits. Basically, one hour,
every other week is all the effort re-
quired. In return, you receive a boun-
tiful supply of extracurricular knowl-
edge and experience which will pay
dividends whether applying to gradu-
ate school or simply learning more
about life.
The Psychology Club personally
hopes to see you at our meetings ev-
ery other Wednesday at 4:30 p.m.
On September 27, in the Rosenthal
Student Center, Dr. Malouff will give
a workshop discussing techniques for
admission to graduate psychology pro-
grams.
Students with any questions or sug-
gestions can leave a memo in the en-
velope in the Behavioral Sciences De-
partment or contact Evan Rosen, Presi-
dent at (rosene@polaris.ncs.nova.edu.)
and Wendy Sloan, vice-president at
. (sloanw@polaris.ncs.nova.edu.).
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But this particular group stands
out from the rest. Those appealing
smiles compose Nova Southeastern
University's first ever Women's Soc-
cer team, and this weekend they
kicked off their inaugural season.
Although the results were not favor-
able, on the scoreboard, the attrac-
see NSU'S on 10
We have been known to throw
some of the best parties at N. S. U.
ta'+~rta Pi is a very dedicated
izatil~. All members are ex-
p d tOilvork hard to keep good
g s andJt:Io what is needed to help
the organization.
We expect nothing less than
100% from our members and give the
same in return.
If you are looking to have a good
time in college and want to give back
to the community, then Beta Theta Pi
is for you. You will make friends, and
have an unforgettable college experi-
ence.
If you want more information on
the Betas, go up to any of us who
wear a Beta Theta Pi shirt, and we
will be happy to answer any ques-
tions.
Some of last year's Betas pose for the camera, Photo courtesy Billy Cerbelli.
Our organization isvery commu-
nity-oriented and even more dedi-
cated to Nov oueastern in mak-
ing campus bett very year.
Last yea our vo teer projects
included the 'a' arino Walk-A-
Thon, Blockbuster Hole-In-One
Tournament for Kids In Distress, and
24-Hour Softball (for kids with can-
cer).
We also sponsored the Love fen
Have you noticed those new faces
vibrantly walking around campus?
The ones belonging to a youthful, yet
confident group of women.
Of course, all women at Nova are
young and confident (Hey, I have to
win my brownie points somehow).
Festival to aid chi Idren with cancer,
and collected over 300 toys for a child
enrichment center in South Florida.
This year we are planning the
same activities as well as many more.
About every other month, usually
on holidays, we throw off-campus
parties for Christmas, St. Patrick's
Day, a costume party for Halloween,
and many others.
by Gus Bravo
Women's
•soccer IS
revved up, ready to go
The Knight Newspaper
Fall 1995 marks the
the Beta Theta Pi Fratern iza-
tion at Nova Southeaster
We currently have 15m from
different parts of the United States and
the world.
Our president for the '95-'96
school year is Chris Cronin and the
vice president is Hector Rivera.
by Billy Cerbelli
The Betas plan a comeback
NJ\;v1~
'\Direct access to
~ current Job
~ openings by
~comf'JIMI
Nova Southeastern University
Career Resource Center
ARE YOU TAKINGADlANfA~ OFD~ FESUWf:?
/\ If'N~' V\/ I
,,\
~Ufe-long e1ectrom
~ file with the CRC!
~/-~~
20 September 1995 .
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"his season Lady Knights
~ff toa mysteriously slow start
page 10
~ht spark, it was the lack of fun-
lentals that hurt Nova Southeast-
Poor serving and other unforced
rs led to the demise, while the
ies were bumbling and stumbling
r each other during rallies.
Perhaps these are just signs of a
ividualslearning to playas a
n.
The problem with that argument
lat only two starters graduated
year. These ladies should be able
ead each other's minds on the
rt.
New head coach Joanna Sahm
was hopeful, though, that.the team
would be able to come through
against conference rival Palm Beach
Atlantic, as the Sailfish usually bring
out the best of all NSU teams.
The Lady Knight contingentonce
again started slowly, dropping the first
game. Coach Sahm went to the
bench and replaced Frazier with
Mona Lai, and the ladies responded
with a resounding second game
trounci ng of the Lady Sai Ifish.
Games three and four were re-
plete with thrilling volleys and hus-
tling play, but in the end, PBA finally
got the proverbial monkey off their
backs by defeating NSU at the Gloria
Dei Gymnasium.
Once again, the Lady Knights
were very strong on their kill attempts,
but opportunities were wasted as their
service was poor. Also, the cohesive-
ness of the team has to be questioned,
especially during movement directly
after the serve. Many times after a
Palacio service, she would run directly
into White on her way to her spot on
the outside.
If the Lady Knights can curb these
mental errors, they should be back in
form in no time at all.
An 0-4 record in Ladies Volley-
ball is not like Notre Dame losing to
Northwestern in football. No cham-
pionships are completely forfeited. As
Sahm and her corps grow together,
the Lady Knights will not fall over and
die.
Expect much more improvement
in the future beginning with a home
match up vs. Northwood University
on the 22nd. All one needs to end a
drought is a cup of water, or in this
case, some Gatorade.
LONDON $259 CARACAS $109
AMSTERDAM 299 BOGOTA 169
ATIlENS 375 BANGKOK 469
BUENOS AIRES 349 TOKYO 435
Fares are STUDENT fares, from Miami, each way
hased on a round trip purchase. International Stu-
dent ID may he required. Taxes & surcharges are
NOT included.
CIEE: Council on International
Educational ~xchange
Internet: http;llwww.ciee.orglcts/ctshome.htm
One Datran etr #220 9100 S DadeIand Blvd Miami
670-9261
. ~-~ .~~=_ ... _. --~_..~.======= -~=~~-~~-~--~_.._--=_._-
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I fear my rage
my anger no longer encaged
My emotions un leashed
My vehemence inflicts thy
pain
Leave my name
NO longer in vain.
Only so much
will I take ....
Till the apocalyptic day
When I must break.
Untitled
by Candi Kehl
I, Sparrow
You cannot appreciate being lim-
ited, being trapped from the poten-
tial you have. If it wasn't for this, I'd
be a genius.
I live in a world where I may die
if I knock back some Sex on the Beach
or even a Bud. I will never be able
to fully appreciate a Zinfandel or a
Chablis. .
You cannot appreciate being out
of the norm, where the water will kill
you. I can only look and wonder how
wonderful it must be to not have gills
and to walk on dry land.
Yes, sparrow, he thinks he knows.
But, I have experience, and together
we could teach them all.
But if we try, it is to deaf ears.
by Nick Moore
The other day a sparrow flew into
the lounge area of the residence hall.
Try as he might, he couldn't befree.
"I think I know how he feels," said
someone.
I really don't think that he could
grasp the situation. The sparrow's
mate flew to the window, and tried
to reach the trapped and frightened
companion. But I know.
I live in a world where pink el-
ephants are a step away from reality
as I think I know it. My life is a bal-
ance of day and night pills designed
by the current pharmaceutical to
whom lowe my existence to.
!?agE: again~t an E:motion,
'ZE: not !:IE:t fE:Lt.
7(nowLE:dg E: of it~ E:xi~tE:t2aE.,
'3gT-al7atE:~ mE: within.
7 hE:mCLE: ....
z. !ea'tJ
, Lu.~t,
, LOl7E:.
C'0l7E: faT- thE:
e.nzotion,
"[.ing~ JnE: to
tE:aH.
C'u.~t /0"[, thE:
enzotion,
"[.ing~ mE: to LiE:.
fE:aT- faT- thE: E:motion,
T-ing~ mE: to dE:ath.
y Candace Kehl
Cyphers on
the air at
WNSU
'om page 9
lastard, Jess' favorite locals are the
~enitorturers and Marilyn Manson,
lnd be careful, because he's willing
o commit a crime to go to any show
Ie wants. "Natural Born Killers" makes
lis list of three favorite movies, and
'Less Than Zero" is his favorite
,oundtrack. Jess won the "Most Origi-
tal Show" award two years ago. Don't
orget to catch his show on Sunday and
v\onday nights from 10-12 p.m.
Jess has recently been named the
lew Music Director for WNSU.
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An execution
MICRosorr WELCOMES
YOU BACK TO SCHOOL
NOVA BOOKS
MAIN ENTRANCE (ROSENTHAL BUILDING) 476·4750
MONDAY-FRIDAY 8:30AM-6: 15 PM, SAT. 10 AM-1 :30 PM
YOUR ON-CAMPUS BOOKSTORE & MORE!
COME SEE US SOON FOR ALL YOUR SOFTWARE NEEDS
AVAILABLE AT ACADEMIC PRICES ONLY AT NOVA BOOKS!
MICROSOFT STANDARD OFFICE INCLUDES WORD, EXCEL,
POWERPOINT, AND SCHEDULE, AND PROFESSIONAL ALSO
INCLUDES ACCESS!
AND TO HELP YOU START BACK IN STYLE, THE ALL-NEW
MICROSOFT OFFICE ~95
IS JUST
$179.95 FOR STANDARD AND
$225.95 PORPROFESSIONAL
door.
He looked in my direction and
muttered, "How are you this fine
morning?"
I cursed at him.
He muttered something that I
couldn't understand and walked
away.
As the day drew on, I had many
people visit me, whose purpose it was
to bother me. Some asked me if I
had any requests before my execu-
tion. I didn't reply. Some asked me
if I wanted to seethe priest again. f
simply IClughed. I began thinking
about all the people that I actually
wanted to see. Mainly, I wanted to
see Maman once before I joined her
forever. f reconsidered some of my
options and realized that the priest
knew no more than f did. I enjoyed
that feeling for in fact, f knew more
than the priest. f knew the feeling of
killing a man, the feeling of having a
man want to kill me, and the feeling
of knOWing that I shall be killed. This
knowledge was the deadliest .knowl-
edge of all, the knowledge of life and
see STRANGE on facing page
by Christopher Kehl
Candle
C
As it warms, my skin shimmers in the
flame's light.
From a blue bulb to a yellow teardrop
growing, siphoning, feeding.
Rippling now my scorching skin
quakes, the flame's womb is a
pocket of
death for all that enter.
The flame licks my side, and
a delicious pain crosses
first through me
then spreads higher.
My rippled skin now bubbles
then slides loose, slipping
lower, flowing to
the pool of death.
My entire core is more fluid,
more malleable now as my
skin drips away
from its place.
I buckle as slow downward
sections literally melt
away, leaving only a
rose red trail to mark their
origin.
This is what I am made for.
This was why I was born.
I live only to die this way, to
devour and be devoured by this
delicious
pain.
I embrace the flame and the fire that
rips and drips me apart, it is my
soul and I its virgin candle.
.ANDLE
With that final thought, the sirens
died and I fell into a deep sleep. A
sleep, as deep as those of young chil-
dren in the arms of their mothers. I
woke the next morning with the blind-
ing sun in my eyes. Fromthe open-
ing in my cell, the intensity of the sun
was overwhelming as it glared into
my pupils. I wondered what will
happen to me when I see this glori-
ous sight again-if f see this glorious
sight again. I touched my forehead
and felt the cold residue of .droplets
of sweat, perhaps from the sunlight,
or a dream. The sunlight was so p'ow-
erful that my head began to throb with
the thoughts and memories of the
past. I heard a guard approach the
by Nathan Burgess
"Mortal
Kombat" an
adventure
into video-
game lore
by Christopher Kehl
"It has begun ... "
"This iswhere you fall. .. "
"Your soul IS mine... "
No, these are not quotes your
Core Class professors tell you, but
rather phrases that still ring in my ears
. from watching "Mortal Kombat, " a
movie based on the biggest selling
video game since Pac-man.
In the ongoing saga of video
games' transference to the silver
screen, "Mortal· Kombat" is only the
next phase. Serious special effects,
plot, and both adult and youthful
humor are sprinkled together in this
f1ick,like oregano in my Thanksgiv-
ing lasagna. The video-game to sil-
ver screen genre has taken a step up
in this film.
It's still a gratuitous martial arts
"fight" film, but it has its underlying
good points.
By far, it is the best flick out for
those of you who have pumped half
of your allowance into the video game
since its creation, but if you have
never played, I warn you now. Go-
ing to the movie with those who have
shall lead to scary things.
For instance, seeing your friends
mimic playing the game with imagi-
nary joysticks and buttons during the
fight scenes is rather frightening.
Another surprise might be the audi-
ence doing the wave when Sonya
does her special attack, or even more
interesting is your friends' reaction to
a large bad guy becoming a soprano
thanks to Johnny Cage.
All in all, the movie was well
worth the $4 of a midnight admission
at Sawgrass Multiplex (which has in-
telligently come down from its greed-
induced $6.75 to a mere $5 with Stu-
dent ID and midnight shows being
$4.). Go see it, but beware the people
who walk in with joysticks and quar-
ters! .
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It is really good to see departments
such as the radio station support cul-
tural diversity and ethnic understand-
ing on campus.
Students take time to enjoy the view of the Guatemalan pyramids. Photo courtesy Barbara Brodman.
The Knight Newspaper
Nova International Student Association
and WNSU Promote Cultural Diversity
whose parents or grandparents come
from Ireland or some other place.
They bring music that adds more va-
riety to the show.
A helpful host is Anabelle Lorente,
from Puerto Rico. She continuously
brings music and enhances the show
with her extraordinary voice.
I would like to see "The Interna-
tional Hour" improve. Your com-
ments, ideas and suggestions will
make this happen.
If you'd like to co-host the show
with me or just bring some music, let
me know by leaving a message at
475-7419. "The International Hour"
has changed its schedule from Thurs-
WNSU has become for me a le- days to every Wednesday from 6 to 8
gitimate outlet for diversity. As presi- PM. Juan Pablo Correa, President of NISA.
dent of the Nova International Stu- ~C~-I-.~~-b~~d~~A~~~~P~~~~~-·-d~~~L~~~~I~-~-~~
dent Association, and as Student Life 1m e ny yraml sate y..
Assistant for International Student Ser- by Barbara Brodman adds to the tour a 4-week "learn and
vices, I feel honored that week after serve" study-abroad experience in
week WNSU's audience becomes You could climb dozens of them residence at the Na Bolom Center for
acquainted with music from various this May and June, and earn 3-9 credit Maya studies and advocacy in his-
countries in South America, the Car- hours in the process. How? Simply toric San Cristobal de las Casas.
ibbean, Italy, Japan, and Germany. enroll in: Working with local Mayan commu-
How do I get all this music? In- 1) LAC 485, Preparation for Field nities and on environmental projects
ternational students, primarily, con- Study: a 3 credit-hour course begin- in the Lacandon rain forest is only
tribute tapes and compact discs they ning in March that includes a two- part of this experience, which in-
bring from wherever they come from. week cultural/archaeological tour of eludes intensive language study.
Many times they co-host the show the Maya heartland of southern Financial aid is available. Enroll-
with me. Mexico, Belize, and Guatemala, May ment is limited. For further informa-
I also have American friends 8-22. Or expand the experience to tion about the 3- or 9-credit program,
inelude: contact Dr. Barbara Brodman, at ex-
2) LAC 486, Field Study in tension 7001, NC/SSSS-115, e-mail:
Mexico a 6 credit-hour course that "brodman".
It was about a year ago that I was
half-joking and half-serious when I
asked James Reinlieb, Station Man-
ager of WNSU (NSU's student radio
station), if I could have an interna-
tional show on the station. .
His answer was, "Yes, Juan.
When would you like to have it?"
Very excited, I replied, "When
would be an available day?"
Immediately checking the sched-
ule of all the different disc jockeys,
James answered, "How about Thurs-
days from 6 to 8 PM?"
by Juan Pablo Correa
• 16 memory
• Beeps and Vibrates
• No deposits or last month required
• BRAND NEW - Not Reconditioned
• Factory Warranty
• Shows time calls were received
• Range: Key West to Vero Beach
• Response Time: 8 seconds
• Free loaner if repairs are needed
• Extra Long Battery Life
• Time Stamping
SPECIAL OFFER TO
THE NOVA COMMUNITY
Re'connect your beeper for FREE with us and receive
a FREE pocket calculator or designer gold chain.
Call today for lDore inforlDation
BROWARD - 926-3332 DADE - 238-0011
2500 Hollywood Blvd, #311 8504 S.W. 129th Terrace
u•.....,~·····N...AlI~NS...., • - ' 'i•••'" ...·.NrI .l;~ ,. ....../
GET A BRAND NEW
BRAVO PLUS BEEPER FREE
REQUIRES CONNECTION & SERVICE AGREEMENT
30 January 1995
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of the hierarchical and patriar
nature of society.
The feminist whose voice
sampled may be completely vali
her theory. However, it may bE
appropriate for this commentary t
listed as a track on the album.
The tune "Red Football" also
trays Sinead's aggressive feminist ~
An ominous and pulsing piq.no f(
dation is soulfully decorated,
vivid images of hurt and vindic1
ness. Sinead warns, "I'm not no,
mal in the zoo, this animal will jt
up and eat you."
"Universal Mother" contains
haunting acapella tunes which (
didly demonstrate Sinead's flawle
chilling voice. "Tiny Grief So
hardly seems tiny after the numbE
ti mes she utters the word"grief."
"In This Heart," the other acap
track, reveals a desperate and sorr
ful Sinead who seems to be conf
ing h.er deepest emotion to a Ie
she has lost.
Much of the lyric substance
see SfNEAD on page 9
Latest AI'bur
Haunting Styl
AMERICAN IMPACT
RADIO & VIDEO
CORPORATION
Wants YOU to be a part of a 1
year old company specializing i
the production of custom on-hol
telephone messages, radio
commercials and other audio produe
U NEWj E.MPt.iO.....•.V··.E.•·.·.•...ES CA.N E...•••.•·.",.R.••. 'NI~ 5300 TO 5500+ WEEKtV~
-PAID TRAINING ~ In
-NON-SMOKING OFFICE ....... In
-BONUS PROGRAM -SALARY/DRAW/COMMISSI<
-FULL & PART TIME -BENEFITS PACKAGE
~ ~. -HOURS: 8:30 TO 4:30r .---...........- MON-FRI
CALL ALLEN AT (305)-457-9003
The piano work is explicitly evi-
dent on the melancholy "A Perfect
Indian." This strikingly moving tune's
soft piano and blissfully crystalline
vocal work contains profound lyrics
and a hypnotically entrancing time
signature.
The following track, "Scorn Not
His Simplicity," also utilizes this same
rueful tonality. O'Connor's power-
fully gripping voice splendidly
complements the fragile and vulner-
able sounding accompaniments.
Songs such as "John I Love You"
and "My Darling Child" expose
Sinead's sensitivity, as her voice beau-
tifully coalesces with the whispery or-
chestration.
Although Sinead seems to have
altered the consistency of her music
(i,e., less percussion), she surely did
not change her strident political and
feminist perspectives.
The first song on "Universal
Mother," entitled "Germaine," is a
sampling of a feminist proclaiming
females are essential in the disinte-
gration of politics and the dissolution
O'Connor's
Her Morose,
Sinead
Reveals
scends this apprehension, and pre-
sents vibrant new sonic textures.
Most of "Universal Mother" was
performed on acoustic instruments,
giving the overall hue of the album a
sullen and dark appeal. A beautifully
reverberating piano is the foundation
of many of the trackS', which provides
a methodical and morose tone.
Ifyou're stuck with a student loan that's not
in default, the Army might pay it off.
Ifyou qualify, we'll reduce your debt by
~, up to a $55,000 limit for each year you
serve as a soldier, so after just 3 years
you'll have a clean slate.
You'll also have training in a choice
of skills and enough self-assurance
to last you the rest ofyour life.
Get all the details from your
Army Recruiter.
WE'LL ERASE YOUR
COLLEGE LOAN.
ARMY. BE ALL YOU CAM BE:
305·594·8558
Sinead O'Connor, in her latest releClse entitled "Univers~1Mnthpr:" chanQe, her stvl", not her views
by Cameron Malin
It is an intrinsic human proclivity
to shelter oneself from change.
Change is usually considered a stress-
related experience, especially if the
change follows one of nonconcrete
results. Sinead O'Connor, in her new-
est release, "Universal Mother," tran-
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Tom Deluca Amazes, Mesmerizes Volunteer
Audience Members During Show at Nova
One of the most popular agendc
for Congress is the "Contract fl
America." Newt has vowed in d
first hundred days as speaker that he
make good on his "Contract wi
America." "Contract of America" il
c1udes the following topics:
James L. Reinlieb
continued on back page
about what would actually OCCUI
Upon witnessing the first half of th
show, I became even more suspicioL
of Mr. Deluca's hypnotist power!
However, when a close friend of min
volunteered and eventually becam
hypnotized, I was convinced."
Gus Bravo
"I liked the show and it made m
think. He was funny.and yet very ir
triguing with a sort of boyish hum<
for an 01' fart."
Christopher C. Kehl, Jr.
"The show was not as good (
expected, the reason being I don
believe in hypnosis. I went becau:
everyone who went last year said t~
show was funny. I hardly laughed!
Herve Jean-Pierre
"For the second year in a row,
found the show to be an evening I
unsurpassed enjoyment and laugl
ter."
So I'm warning all of you Oem
crats, Socialists, and Liberals a
there! Things will change (of cour
for the better).
As always, I urge all students
listen to or read the news on a reg
lar basis, even if this means viewir
"shocking" Channel Seven. Keep l
with the Republican Revolution.
By the way, the Rush Limbau~
radio program airs on 560 AM fro
12 PM to 3 PM every weekday!
1. The Deficit
2. Violent Crime
3. Welfare Reform
4. Family Values
5. Middle-class Tax Cuts
6. National Defense
7. Senior Citizens
8. Deregulation
9. Legal Reform
10. Congressional Term Li mits
Does Republican Victory Means
Better Future for America?
tist, opened his act with a few jokes
and a few tricks up his sleeve. But
the main act was to hypnotize actual
NSU students.
Because I was an actual partici-
pant, it would be hard to tell you what
exactly happened to me and the other
volunteers, but for others it was an
uncontrollable laughing experience
full of mixed emotions:
"I found the Tom Deluca Show to
be interesting, being that I have never
seen anyone be put under hypnosis
before.
"He was not funny personally, but
the things he got the people on the
stage to do were funny. I did, how-
ever, feel that some of the on-stage
participants were faking it, or not
under hypnosis fully. I don't know if
I would go to see him again, my feel-
ings are mixed."
Tamara Taylor
"Before entering the auditorium,
must admit I was a bit skeptical
RESULIS in 1 week.
FREE m FOR COLLEGE
The average award is between
$500 and $2500
Become an activist,
make a difference.
Join the Broward
County Young
Democrats. Student
Student Financial Aid Services
Phone/fax (305)966-8858
Modem (305 985-0483
GET INVOLVED
from page 9
The Republican dream has come
true. After the earth-shaking election,
the House of Representatives and the
Senate are virtually owned by Repub-
lican leaders.
I felt it was part of my obligation
as an avid Republican and NSU stu-
dent to prepare you for the action on
Capitol Hill. Many have claimed that
the Republicans won't do a dammed
thing in Congress, just as the Demo-
crats for so many years.
But you have my word, magic will
take place and the new Republicans
are going to preserve America, some-
. S h I hi & Or thing our founding Fathers tried so
nvate se~tor C 0 ars ps ants hard to achieve many years ago.
are avaIlable to EVERYONE. The new controversial Speaker of
the House, Newt Gingrich, has been
We guarantee a minimum of(6) six seen in the news since the beginning
for each student. of his term. I, of course, enjoy Newt's
flair and attitude, but the rest of
America seems to disagree.
In the January 9th issue of Time,
a survey of 800 adults were asked:
"Do you think Newt Gingrich has
good ideas for the country?"
The poll results read as follows:
29% said YES, 32% said NO, and
39% said NOT SURE.
Imagine making a complete ass
of yourself in front of hundreds of
people.
Imagine falling into a deep sleep,
waking up only to remember seeing
people in the audience pointing fin-
gers, clapping, and rolling off their
chairs with tears and laughter.
The Mailman-Hollywood Build-
ing's auditorium was filled with close
to 170 people on Friday, January
20th.
Tom Deluca, a licensed hypno-
by Heidi Palmer
FOR SALE
87 SPECTRUM
-AUTO, AlC, 76K MILES
$2,500.00
86 CAVAlIER Z-24 v-6
-AUTO, AIC, 70K MILES
$2,300.00
84 COupE DE Vll.LE
LOADED
$3,500.00
89 TEMPO
-4DR, AlC, 12K MILES Liaisons needed.
$3,900.00 ~
FINANCING AVAILABLE Call Cory at
CALL SJK SALES 724-8397 730-3716.
ATTENTION!!
YOUR TERMS,DOCS,RESUMES,
DOCTORATES, ET AL COM-
PUTER TYPED STATE-OF-THE-
ART EQUIPMENT INK JET B&W
OR COLOR PRINTER YOUR
.GRAPHS IMPORTED ONTO
YOUR COpy
FREE FLOPPY - 5 OR MORE
PRINTED PAGES HIGHLY
COMPETITIVE RATES! ELEC-
TRIC TYPING: SO. BROWARDI
DADE @ $1.00 PAGE DETAILS:
FRANCINE MOMENT -
(305) 741-7276
------------
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'lite IJ~ Pac;:e: Is Nova
;;Socially Concious?"
Kaplan helps you focus
your test prep study
where you need it most.
We'll show you the
proven skills and test-
taking techniques that
help you get a higher
score.
Call:370-2500
get a higher score
KAPLAN
Kaplan has the most complete arsenal of test prep
tools available. From videos to software to virtual
reality practice tests with computerized analysis to
great teachers who really care, nobody offers you
more ways to practice.
e.
9.
great skills•••
great scores...
"I didn't believe he'd be able to
get my friend under, although, when
he did, I couldn't believe my eyes.
For a while I thought she was faking,
but I know she would NEVER reel in
a fish on stage in front of a bunch of
people!"
Kimber Abernathy Sharp
In the end, some had fun and
some remained skeptical. Tom Deluca
is expected to return to N5U next
year. I will definitely be returning to
watch the show as a spectator rather
than a volunteer. For those who don't
believe in hypnosis, I suggest volun-
teering next year to give it the full test.
Mailings
As big as the problems previously
mentioned may be, they can't hold a
candle to this one! Is it just me or do
you get everything from N5U in du-
plicate (or triplicate)?
I get two copies of my grades,
term schedule, add/drops, or what-
ever. It's crazy!
Hey, Nova! Save a tree (and a
ton of money on postage) and let's
stop the excess mailings. It's stupid.
If we truly want to be a "socially
conscious" university, we must pay
attention to every aspect of bureau-
cratic waste. The most subtle in-
stances of waste (such as this ex-
ample) are the easiest to correct. So
let's put the wheels in motion.
These three examples do not even
scratch the surface. Maybe next time
we will discuss the environmental
impact of our rapid growth and one
of the biggest jokes on campus:
Novalert (which is just like "re-
NOVAte," it's always "NOVAlate").
So until next time, THINK and for
all of our sakes, use a garbage can!
from page 10
groundbreaking ceremony, then the
Powers That Be don't give a damm.
Hypnotist Brings
<:> ..... t th~
Unexpected From
the Unlikely
even if the temperature were adjusted
by just two or three degrees!
Unfortunately, this is the type of
idea that is too easy to implement and
is far too logical for anyone who pos-
sesses power to have the balls to say:
"Hey, did you read The Knight? Let's
try that guy's idea for a monthor two."
The bottom line is that if it ain't a
Continued from Page 11
